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Finals time
brings stress,
anticipation
for MSU

MSU to hold
commencement
ceremony on
Saturday
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Come, let us sing for joy to
the LORD; let us shout
aloud to the Rock of our salvation.
Psalm 95:1

Good Morning
to Ledger & Times
subscriber:

Georgia Lockhart
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The Forum page, regularly
scheduled on Wednesday,
will be in Thursday's edition
this week.
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Action at Waterfield facility
maintains steady pace

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
May 2015 Commencement ceremony will be held at 10 a.m.
on Saturday. May 9, in the
CFSB Center, and will begin
the
with
Presentation of
Colors by the
Murray State
University
Army ROTC
Color Guard.
are
There
1,304 degree
candidates for
spring graduaBeshear
tion — 939
undergraduate, 360 graduate
and five doctoral candidates.
The Processional will feature
"Liberty Fanfare" and the tradiand
"Pomp
tional
Circumstance."
The Mace Bearer is Dr.
Winfield Rose, the MSU
Distinguished Professor and a
professor in the department of
political science and sociology
in the college of humanities and
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Gov. Beshear to
speak to graduates

! Mooney.
ale Pinkham,
wa, Amber

Pawn

By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer

Only the six mainstage shows in a season
are eligible for awards, although some of
the add-on shows are recognized in other
ways. For example, Cope said there will be
a song performed from the Penguin Project
production of "Annie Jr." The Penguin
Project, which incorporates actors who
have disabilities and special needs alongside peer mentors, had its first show in
Murray last year. Cope said there would
also be a performance from "Rent," even
though that show only recently concluded
its run. She said this was because the
organizers want to highlight the adult-ori-

Murray State University students are packing the nooks and
crannies of Waterfield Library
on campus both day and night
this week.
It's finals week, and that
means the end of the spring
semester is near.
Assistant Vice President for
and
Branding, Marketing
Communications at MSU
Catherine Sivills said this is an
exciting time for everyone on
campus, because it marks the
start of a new beginning for
more than a thousand graduating students and it is a time for
others students to get a muchneeded break.
Commencement ceremonies
are scheduled for Saturday at
the CFSB Center, and Sivills
said Gov. Steve Beshear will
speak at the event where 939
undergraduate, 360 graduate
and five doctoral students will
earn degrees from the university.
"This is a time of celebration
at MSU," Sivills said. "It's an
exciting feeling on campus. A
lot of students have final projects and tests, but the semester
is all but over."

•See Page 3A
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POCKETS DEMOLITION:
Pockets at the corner of 12th and Chestnut streets Tuesday.

Playhouse to celebrate artistic achievement Friday
"It's a way to recognize all the volunteer
work that goes on here," Cope said. "It's
kind of evolved over the years, and it's
into this really fun evening. We do
turned
celebrating
be
will
Playhouse in the Park
the achievements of 2014 on Friday with the reception out on the deck, and there's
always some sort of decorations that tie
its annual PIP Awards.
at
into the season and the different shows.
volunteers
and
s
Each year, participant
food
Playhouse vote for their favorites in 20 cat- This year, there will be six tables with
repreto
going
is
table
each
and
them,
on
egories, which includes acting, directing
and technical areas. The reception is on the sent one of the six mainstage shows.
"For example, on the `Spamaloe table,
Playhouse deck from 6-6:45 p.m. and the
will be some kind of food made out of
there
p.m.
awards start inside the theater at 7
and the 'Charlotte's Web' table is
Spam,
RSVPs,
requires
reception
Although the
play), so
anyone is welcome to attend the awards, going to represent the fair (in the
cotton
like
food
fair
have
to
going
it's
Lisa
said Playhouse Executive Director
popcorn."
and
candy
Cope.
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

Head Start celebrates
50 years in Murray
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Started as a result of
President Lyndon B. Johnson's
War on Poverty, Head Start has
now entered its 50th year of
to
services
providing
preschoolers, infants, toddlers
and pregnant women nationwide.
In Murray, though, this program holds special meaning.
Operating under the flag of the
Murray Independent School
District, Murray's Head Start
program was the first established in western Kentucky
and continues to make a strong
impact today.
Started with a federal grant
application in 1965 by the
MISD Board of Education, the
Head Start has expanded well
beyond its local boundaries to
reach people throughout the
Jackson Purchase Region,

through a series of partnerships established over that
period.
"The real value is those partnerships, though," said Cindy
Graves, director of the Murray
Head Start program. The first
partnership formed in 1979
when the Murray program
Calloway County
added
Schools,followed by Marshall
County in 1981.
Mayfield
the
Both
Independent and Graves
County programs linked with
1982, with
Murray in
McCracken County (1991)
and Ballard County, Fulton*
County, Fulton City and
Hickman County (all in 1993)
coming later. The Murray program also has established partnerships with Murray State
University,three local housing
Western
and
authorities

•See Page 4A
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inscribed with "Head Start
button
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Murray Head Start Director Cindy Graves,
Chairman Richard Crouch
Education
of
Board
District
School
Works" to Murray independent
years in Murray.
last month during a recognition ceremony of Head Start's 50
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny, with a
high near 85. South southeast
wind 3 to 7 mph.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 61.
Light southeast wind.
Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 84. Calm wind
becoming south around 6 mph
in the morning.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 63.
Light south wind.
Friday: A 20 percent chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny, with a
high near 85. South southwest
wind 3 to 8 mph.
Friday Night: A 20 percent

& Times

National Nursing
Home Week
proclaimed

chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 65 South wind 3 to 5
mph
Saturday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 84.
South southwest wind 5 to 7
mph.
Saturday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around
66. South wind 3 to 5 mph.
Sunday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 82.
South wind 3 to 7 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy. with a low around
64. South wind around 6 mph.
Monday: A chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 80.
Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Monday Night: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low around
60. West southwest wind 3 to 5
mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 77. West wind 5 to 7
mot".

City of Murray Mayor Jack
Rose signs a proclamation
Tuesday declaring National
Nursing Home Week in the
community, as Calloway
County Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins, front left, watches his progress. Also shown
are, from back left, Missy
Liles, activity assistant for
Spring Creek Health Care &
Rehabilitation Center in
Murray. Whitney Villanueva,
Spring Creek activity assistant, and Joanna Thomas,
Spring Creek activity director.
Rose and Elkins urge all
members of the community
to join the observance by visiting local nursing residents
and recognizing the high
quality of care long-term care
facilities are providing in
Murray and Calloway
County.

•Commencement...
From Front
fine arts.
Outstanding Seniors Aida De
La Fuente and Robert Lewis
will lead in candidates for
degrees and will also give the
valedictions. Aida, the daughter
of Aida Batiste and Luis De La
Fuente of Spain, who now live
in Louisville, Ky.. will receive a
bachelor of arts degree in economics and Spanish. Rob, the
son of Mike and Sue Lewis of
Great Mills, Md., will receive a
bachelor of science degree in
wildlife and conservation biolo-
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Faculty Marshals are Dr.
Dwayne Driskill. Dr. Reika
Ebert, Dr. Michael Kemp. Gill
Welsch. Dr. Heath Keller, Dr.
David Fender and Dr. Robert
Lyons.
The faculty will be led in by
the recipients of The Regents
Teaching Awards for Excellence
— Dr. Glynn Mangold. Dr.
Michael Flinn, Dr. Kevin Miller,
Dr.
Daniel
Wann, Dr.
Christopher Mitchell, Nancy
Armstrong and Dr. Mi-Hwa
Park.
They will be joined by
Distinguished Researcher Dr:
Michael
D'Ambrosio,
University
Distinguished
Mentor Dr. Haluk Cetin,
University Emerging Scholar
Dr. Jana Hackathom and
Faculty Adviser of the Year Dr.
Michael Flinn.
Also marching in with the
faculty
are
Presidential
Research Fellow Dr. Kevin
Miller and the recipient of the
Faculty Distinguished Service
award Dr. Dana Manley.
MSU President Bob Davies
will preside over the ceremony
with a welcome message, and a
Residential College Investiture
and the Awarding of Degrees.
Kentucky
Gov.
Steve
Beshear will deliver the
Commencement Address, and
will receive an honorary doctorate of public policy from
Murray
State
University.
Beshear was first elected governor in. During his time in office,
he has focused on initiatives to
help Kentucky families, particularly in the areas of health and
health care, education and eco-

nomic development.
An attorney by profession,
Beshear has a long background
in public service, having served
as a state representative in the
Kentucky General Assembly, as
attorney general and as lieutenant governor. He is a native
of Dawson Springs, Ky., and
holds both a bachelor's and law
degree from the University of
Kentucky. He also served in the
U.S. Army Reserve.
Beshear and his wife, Jane,
have been married since 1969.
They have two sons and three
grandchildren.
Lane Northcutt, a senior
music performance major from
Frankfort. Ky., will perform the
Alma Mater. Instrumental music
for Commencement will be provided by the MSU Symphonic
Wind Ensemble, under the
direction of Dennis Johnson.
Ample general guest parking
is available in the Stewart
Stadium parking lot, east of the
CFSB Center, off of Hwy. 641.
Shuttle busses are available to
transport guests from the parking lot to the front doors of the
CFSB Center beginning at 8
a.m. Busses are also available
until 1:30 p.m. to transport
guests from the CFSB Center
back to the parting lot.
The top two rows of chair
seating in the arena is reserved
for guests with limited mobility.
Limited mobility guests may
have two additional guests sit
with them. Special seating areas
will also be located on each side
of the arena. Ushers will be
available to assist with seating.
Guests with disabilities who
require special assistance
should note the parking lot
located off of Gilbert Graves
Drive is available for a drop-off
zone. A handicapped parking
tag or special permission will be
required to park in that location.
Special requests regarding
disabilities may be directed to
the office of institutional diversity, equity and access at 270809-3155, or the CFSB Center
at 270-809-5577 or TDD 270809-3361.
The event will be streamed
for those who are unable to
attend
at
w w w.m urraystate.edu/stream -

Commuunity Events to
support Rogers families
Staff Report
The following events are scheduled for the benefit of Kyle
Rogers and Jay Rogers who were injured during the explosion at
Silver Trail Distillery in Hardin on April 24:
• A rebate day will be held at Sirloin Stockade on Wednesday,
May 6. A coupon will need to be presented and can be found on
their website or Sirloin Stockade's Facebook page.
•The Aurora Ross Fire Department Auxiliary will host a benefit
spaghetti dinner on Saturday, May 9, at the fire department. Allyou-can-eat spaghetti, bread sticks,salad and tea,lemonade or coffee with dessert will be $6 for adults and $3 for children under 12.
For more information, contact Audrey Boyan at 270-906-5515.
Other on-going fundraisers are:
• Renfro's Hih-Burger is selling brownies, cookies and other
baked goods and a jar is on the counter for any donations.
• Ribbon Chix is selling cross necklaces with the names of Kyle
and Jay for $5 each.
All proceeds from these events will benefit both victims. Please
contact communitynews@murrayledgercom for any activities
scheduled to support these families or call Martha Andrus, community news editor,at 270-753-1916.
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Create Your
Community
Legacy: Murray
Art Guild
to th. Ledger
ivIle al
urray Art Guild is a
community visual arts center. It
was established in 1967 by a
small group of community
artists who wanted to establish a
place to work, to exhibit their
work,and sell their work. While
staying true to these early goals,
the current organization also
contributes to the life of the
community by offering programming in arts education and
appreciation for youth through
seniors.
The Guild has grown from a
small organization of volunteers, to a group of artists and
art supporters of over 100. The
Guild owned facility, 500 N 4th
Street, houses an exhibition
gallery,community and individual studios, and an Art Market
which features handcrafted
work by local and regional
artists.
What current projects are
underway at the Murray Art
Guild?
The Guild just hosted its
fourth community Art Hop.
This project, designed to bring
together various components of
the visual arts in our community (nonprofit, arts education,
private business and MSU),is a
work in progress.
This fall the Guild will be
hosting a small arts and music
festival. Guild artists have participated in several grants that
work toward bringing artists
and the community together.
One opportunity used the arts to
create awareness to the needs of
the elderly and their caregivers
and the other to promote young
women in the arts.
What are the greatest financial needs of the Art Guild?
The Guild has not had to dip
into savings the past few years,
but neither have they been able
to grow any savings.
Why is it important for the
Art Guild to have an endowment with the Foundation?
It is important to be a part of

Church pushback

-Irc

Conwtaitty
FOUNDATION'
Article 26
the community. The Foundation
would assist the Guild in reaching its financial goals and it will
help add legitimacy to their
long-term financial fundraising
efforts.
How can someone contribute to an endowment of
his/her choice?
MCCCF has worked with
numerous individuals, families,
businesses, churches and other
organizations to set-up new,
public endowments. In fact,
through December 2015, individuals and businesses that
establish or contribute to existing endowments will become
founders of MCCCF.
To
become a founding member,
individuals or couples must
only contribute $250 and businesses must contribute $1,000.
The contribution to become a
founding member can be contributed over a two-year period.
Please note that individuals
and businesses may make a contribution of any amount to an
existing endowment at any
time. The minimum contribution amounts listed above only
pertain to individuals and businesses interested in becoming
Founding Members of the
MCCCF.
To learn more about MCCCF
and how you can get involved,
visit mcccf.org or contact
Harold Hurt, President of
MCCCF, at 270-761-6880 or
any of the following board
members: Linda Avery: 270753-0060, Tab Brockman: 270762-0325, Gary Brockway:
270-753-0503, Matt Hale: 270753-5411, Sarah Jones: 270227-8010, Brian Overbey: 270767-2000. Dick Weaver: 270753-2899.

Dear Dave,
My wife and I go to a small
church where we tithe. The
church is continually asking for
contributions to other charities
and causes, and we don't have
the money to give to them all
while we're sticking to our
budget and getting ow of debt.
The worst part is that we get
pretty aggressive pushback
when we say no. What can we
do?
Michael
Dear Michael,
I don't react well to that kind
of pushback. I would probably
be nice a couple of times, but
after that my response might
sound something like, "Mind
your own business."
Seriously, I'd probably be a
little gentler than that. But basically when it reaches that point,
they're saying, "I want your
money." And that's really over
the top. If it goes even further,
and it becomes a question of
you "digging deep" or not having enough faith, I might get ungentle in a hurry.
Your first job is to provide
for your family and take care of
those kinds of responsibilities
— which is a very scriptural
stance. Once you've done that,

Stick with mutual funds
Dear Dave,
I've been following your
plan, and I have my emergency
fund in place and am investing
in mutual funds. Recently, a
financial planner recommended
bonds to me. What is your opinion on this?

Dave Says
Dy Dave Ramsey

Becky
Dear Becky,
I don't recommend bonds at
all right now. I'm not a fan of
them, and I don't own any. The
bond market is almost as
volatile as the stock market, and
it doesn't pay nearly as much on
average.
On top of all that, bond
prices work at an inverse of
interest rates. In other words, as
interest rates rise, bond prices
go down. Long-term interest
rates are still really low. If you
were to buy a bunch of bonds
right now, and interest rates
went up even one percent, you
could lose a lot!
I recommend mutual funds
and good growth stock mutual
funds. There are always some
bonds mixed in with a growth
and income fund, and I'm not

opposed to that to some degree
but it's not my favorite. So, if I
were ever going to buy bonds —
and I'm not going to — it definitely wouldn't be right now. It
doesn't take much of a move in
interest rates for bond prices to
go down dramatically.
—Dave
* Dave Ramsey is America's
trusted voice on money and
business. He has authored five
New York 7imesbest-selling
books. The Dave Ramsey Show
is heard by more than 8.5 million listeners each week on more
than 550 radio stations. Dave's
latest project. EveryDollar, provides a free online budget tool.
Follow Dave on Twitter at
@DaveRamsey and on the web
at daveramsey.com.

Charity
Scramble
scheduled
for Oaks

Staff Report
The annual Calloway County
Charity Golf Scramble is set for
June 12 at the Oaks Country
Club, 363 Oaks Country Club
Road, near Murray.
This year's event is hosted by
Calloway County Sheriff Sam
Steger. with proceeds from the
tournament benefitting the
Kentucky Sheriffs Boys and
Girls Ranch in Magnin-County.
Activities begin at 8:30 a.m.
with a siren start.
New to the golfing mix this
over the years in some way, she
From Front
year is that holes-in-one on dessaid.
ented "Playhouse After Dark"
Award categories include ignated holes will be worth a
series that had its debut this year
Show of the Year and the best vehicle to the players achieving
with "Rent."
sound design, lighting design, that difficult accomplishment.
Among the awards given out
makeup, set design, set decora- This year, four vehicles are
each year are Volunteer of the
tion, props, costume design, being donated to that cause.
Year.the PIP Icon award and the choreography
, musical direcDealerships involved in this
Lifetime Achievement Award. tion, stage manager,
supporting
promotion are Town & Country
The Volunteer of the Year award actress (drama or comedy),
supgoes to a hard-working volun- porting actor (drama or come- Motorsports of Murray, Dwain
teer, and the PIP Icon award dy), director (drama or come- Taylor Chevrolet Buick Cadillac
goes to someone who embodies dy), supporting actress (musi- GMC of Murray, Parker Fordthe spirit of community theater. cal), supporting actor (musical), Lincoln of Murray and David
Cope said. The Lifetime director (musical), lead actress Taylor Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Achievement award is for peo- (drama or comedy), lead actor Ram,also of Murray.
ple who have a long history of (drama or comedy),
In addition, several door
lead
service to the organization and actress (musical) and lead actor prizes will be up for grabs as
might have helped sustain it (musical).
well to participants.
The event is in a four-person
scramble format, and prizes will
be awarded to the top teams.
For registration forms,contact
the Kentucky Sheriffs Boys and
Girls Ranch at 270-362-8660,
Special to the Ledger
Oaks Country Club at 270-753The Calloway County Sheriff's Office said three people were 6454
or Nathan Baird of the
injured in a two-vehicle crash Monday evening north of Murray.
Calloway County Sheriff's
CCSO said it responded to a call of a possible accident with injuries
Office at 270-753-3151.
at 6:30 p.m. Monday at the intersection of Radio and Roosevelt roads.
Upon the arrival of deputies at the scene, the investigation revealed
that Samantha Coleman, 32, of Hardin was driving a 1997 Lincolii
north on Radio when a 2002 Honda driven by Daniel C. Bell of
• The Murray City Council
Paducah pulled into her path at the intersection of Roosevelt.
will hold a special-called
Coleman's vehicle struck Bell's vehicle in the passenger side-door
meeting at 5 p.m. Thursday
area. Two children were also passengers inside Coleman's vehicle at
vote on the first readings
to
the time of the collision, which was also the same case with the Bell
of ordinances amending the
vehicle.
code of ordinances regarding
Coleman and her two children were taken to Murray-Calloway
the rates charged to users of
County Hospital for treatment of their injuries. No one in the Bell the sewage treatment sysvehicle was injured, it was reported. No information was available on tem and the subsections
Coleman's condition; her children's names were not listed in the
relating to water rates and
report.
tap on fees.
CCSO was assisted at the scene by the Murray Fire Department,
• The Murray Human
Rights
Commission
Calloway County Fire-Rescue and the Murray-Calloway County
Committee on Poverty will
Ambulance Service.
meet on Monday, May 11,
2015 at 10 a.m. at 1537
Spring Creek Drive in
Murray, to review collected
data on poverty and develop
a framework to approach
efforts pertaining to poverty
. ("minty
Western KentutAy C a.. ,
in the City of Murray.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

•Playhouse...

CCSO reports Radio, Roosevelt wreck;
mother,two children receive injuries

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
ACCIDENT RESPONSE: The Murray Police Department, Murray Fire Department and the
Murray-Calloway County Ambulance Service responded to a possible accident with injuries
involving a scooter at approximately 3:30 p.m. Tuesday at the intersection of South 16th
Street and Glendale Road. No further information was available at press time Tuesday.

•

DIAGNOSED WITH DIABETES OR
PRE-DIABETES?

Being diagnosed with diabetes or pre-diabetes can be scary,
frustrating, and confusing. You may feel that controlling your diabetes
is a hopeless battle. Don't give up hope! The good news is that you
can control your diabetes and we can help!
Calloway County Health Department offers a FREE Diabetes Self
Management Education that helps those with diabetes or pre-diabetes
learn to make better decisions and set goals that can improve clinical
outcomes, health status and quality of life. The class is taught by Amy
Ferguson, our registered dietitian and licensed diabetes educator.
Call Amy Ferguson at the Calloway County Health Department at
(270)753-3381 to register. Deadline to register is 5/13/15.
Space is limited and registration is required.

Town Crier

American
Red Cross

Every Donation Brings Hope

and other
ns.
es of Kyle

ims. Please
y activities
ndrus, corn-

then you'll hopefully have the
financial ability to move beyond
tithes and into offerings, which
are completely different concepts. Tithes are first fruits off
the top, while offerings are from
surplus — meaning that you and
your family are doing well
financially.
Another thing to consider is
this: Does this church turn every
impulse they have into pressure
to donate or buy something,
because they didn't plan for this
kind of stuff in the church budget? I'd start having a problem
with the leadership if this turned
out to be the case, because it's a
sign they're not planning and
leading well.
Hopefully, you can explain to
these folks the reason why you
can't contribute to additional
things at the moment and they'll
understand. If not, and it were
me in your shoes, I think I'd
have to find another church.
—Dave

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
270.753.9999 • www.sligproperl yorom
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

WHO.

Individuals with Diabetes and Pre-Diabetes
(family members are welcome)

WHEN:

Plan to attend all three meetings
May 14, May 19, and May 21
Times for each meeting 5:00 p.m.to 7:30 p.m.

WHERE:

Murray Calloway Transit Authority
Community Room
1111 Transit Way
Murray, KY 42071

Take this FREE opportunity to learn how to take the fear
out of diabetes and take control of your Mel
CALL TODAY!
Calloway County Health Department(270)753-3381
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•Head Start...
Board of Education had a lot of
foresight for taking this action
in regards to early childhood
education. That program has
established a very solid reputation that certainly stands out in
said
area,"
M1SD
this
Superintendent Bob Rogers,
praising the MISD program's
lack of leadership turnover.
Murray's program has only had
six directors, starting with
Lucille Arnold in 1972.
"I can remember this program
as far back as when Judy
Whitten(who served the longest
tenure as director from 19792001 and is credited with leading the program in making some
of its largest strides) was here,
and I think it's a real complement to our program that we've
had such strong leadership."
The program started as an
eight-week summer program in
both 1965 and '66 before going
to a full-year program in 1967.
Margaret Franklin was the first
teacher of the program, which
served 23 children during that
first full year.
Arnold served four years
before Sandra May took over in
1976. Whitten, who joined Head
Start as a teacher in 1978,
became director a year later and
retired in 2001, allowing
Marilyn Hornback to lead the
program through 2008.
Carol Elder guided the program until last year. Graves is
concluding her first year.

From Front

Kentucky University.
"By having those partnerships, we're able to put state
pre-kindergarten money and
federal Head Start money
together and all of the children.
regardless of which district
they're from, they all get the
services offered."
Graves said about 1,800 children are included in the Head
Start program throughout the
region. Between Murray and
Calloway County alone, nearly
300 are involved in programs.
"We get all of the federal
funding here in Murray, as the
federal grantee, which is
$4,476,626 a year. That gets
spread pretty thin,though, when
you think about all of that being
used throughout the entire area
we cover," Graves said, adding
while the Paducah
that
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times Independent school district is
Murray Head Start Director Cindy Graves, right, greets her predecessor in that position, Carol Elder, as she prepares to pres- the only other in the area to have
ent Elder with a certificate for her efforts with the program in its 50 years of service.
a federal grant program under
the Head Start umbrella, the
MISD-led conglomerate does
assist with that district's Early
Head Start program.
"When it all comes down to it,
From Front
though, it's all about the kids,
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
For those students who do still
and it takes everyone coming
have work left to do before the
Phone (270) 753-1916 • Fax (270) 753-1927
together like this to allow those
official end of finals week on
kids to get that 'Head Start,' and
Mon.— Fri. 8:00 a.m.— 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
Friday, Waterfield Library is
be on an equal playing field,"
mdavis@murrayledger.com
Mike Davis, Publisher
open 24 hours a day until Friday
she said.
when doors will close at 5 p.m.
Alice Rouse,Publisher Emeritus
"I think, back several years
Monday and Tuesday night,
editor@murrayledger.com
Editor
ago. the Murray Independent
students took advantage of the
conununitynews@murrayledger.com
Community News
extended hours until late in the
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evening. Most tables and chairs
classified@murrayledger.com
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Circulation.
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CELEBRATING NATIONAL NURSES' WEEK 2015
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Our deep admiration and appreciation goes to the over 650 members of
our nursing staff who serve our patients and their families with
clinical excellence and compassionate care.
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Gladys Irene Cunningham
Gladys Irene Cunningham,85,of Murray, Kentucky,died at 6:05
p.m. Thursday, April 30. 2015 at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was born Sept. 17, 1929 in Decatur,Illinois,
to Jake Calvert and Bessie Mahoney Calvert.
She was preceded in death by three grandchildren, Nathaniel Alexander Bates,Justin Ray Bates
and Weldon Patrick Bates.
Mrs. Cunningham is survived by three daughters, Carla Cooksey and husband Tim and Robin
Hicks, all of New Concord and Katrinka Buchan
and husband John of Lincoln, Illinois; three sons,
J.R. Bates and fiancé Define Mulchany of New
Cunningham
Concord, Elmer Lynn Etherton and wife Karen of
St. Elmo, Illinois, and Paul Leslie Etherton of Illinois; a sister,
Dorothy Lowe and husband Bud of Mt. Zion, Illinois; and grandchildren, Chris Etherton, Susan Etherton, Corey Etherton, Amy
Etherton, Travis Etherton, Michael Paul Etherton, Tracey Hicks,
Dalton Cooksey, Amber Cooksey, Cynthia Buchan and Heather
Buchan.
There are no services planned, at this time.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Jimmy Dale Graham
Jimmy Dale Graham,72,of Murray, Kentucky,died Sunday, May
3,2015 at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville, Tennessee.
He was born Aug.16. 1942 in Murray, Kentucky, to Hobart
Horton Graham and Pocahontas Smith Graham
Hutson.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by a sister, Wanda Jean Graham and a brother, Henry Sonny Hilton Graham.
Mr. Graham was a long-time member, deacon
and trustee of Locust Grove Baptist Church. He
also taught Sunday school for 10 years. Jimmy
retired from Murray State University with 30
years of service, having worked as Inventory
Control Agent and at the University Bookstore.
Graham
Mr. Graham is survived by his wife, Sharon
Robinson Graham of Murray whom he married Dec. 24, 1963 in
Murray; a daughter, Ginger Gayle Darnell and husband Craig of
Murray; a grandson, Mason Dale Darnell of Murray; a stepgranddaughter, Brooke L. Darnell of Mayfield; two nephews, Tony
Graham and wife Gwyn of Marion, Illinois and Char Elliott
Robinson of Murray; and two nieces, Frances Gay Graham Rasel
and husband Norm of Henry, Tennessee and Ellen Elizabeth
Robinson of Murray.
Funeral services will be at 10 am., Wednesday, May 6, 2015 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Jeffery Elliott, Hal Shipley,
and Ryker Wilson officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation was Tuesday. May 5, 2015 from 5-8 p.m. at
the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may go to The Gideons International,
P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071 or Locust Grove Baptist Church,
1871 Locust Grove Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Dods West
Doris West,79,of Hardin, Kentucky,died Monday, May 4. 2015
at Baptist Health,Paducah, Kentucky.
She was born in Jacksonville, Illinois, on June 29, 1935 to James
Cecil Henderson and Martha A.Leeper Henderson Dober.
She was a homemaker and had been employed by Walgreens
Pharmacy in Decatur, thinois. She was a member of Crossroads
Church of God, Mayfield.
She was preceded in death by her parents; her husband, Jesse
West, who died Dec. 14,2014; and a sister, Norma A. Carrnean.
Mrs. West is survived by two daughters, Debbie Plummer and
husband Chuck of Hardin and Judy Moeller and husband Jim of
Poplar Bluff, Missouri; one grandchild, Katelyn Moeller; two stepgrandchildren, Brian Plummer and Wes Plummer and wife Carrie;
five great-grandchildren and caregiver, Mary Pittman of Hardin.
Funeral services will be Saturday, May 9, 2015, at 2 p.m. with
Allen Waid officiating. Burial will be Monday, May 11, 2015 at
Kentucky Veterans Cemetery - West in Hopkinsville. Visitation will
be Saturday, May 9, 2015 from noon until the funeral hour at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

201 S. Third Street
!Murray, kv 42071
270-753-2411
J.H. Churchill

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Jimmy Dale Graham,72
Funeral service is at 10 am. Wednesday, May 6, 2015 at the
funeral home. Burial to follow in Murray City Cemetery.

Corner calls abuse
allegations untrue,
vows to stay in race

By ADAM BEAM and
BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
With his wife by his side,
Wallace Lassiter
Wallace Lassiter, 78,of Puryear,Tennessee,died Monday, May 4, Republican candidate for governor James Corner flatly
2015 at Paris Healthcare and Rehab Center, Paris,Tennessee.
denied abusing his college girlHe was born Feb. 18, 1937 to Dallas Lassiter and Maxine Paschall
friend on Tuesday after she
Lassiter.
outlined several accusations in
Mr. Lassiter was a self-employed farmer. He
a letter to a newspaper and
served as a deacon at Hazel Baptist Church where
threatened to derail his camhe was a member. He was past director of Farm
paign two weeks before
Bureau, Henry County Fair Board and Henry
Election Day.
Farmers Co-op. He was an avid bird hunter and
In a letter to The Couriershared this hobby with others while operating
Journal, Marilyn Thomas said
Wally's Game Farm.
Corner hit her and drove her to
He was preceded in death by his parents; a brother, Billy Frank Lassiter and brothers-in-law, a medical clinic to receive an
abortion.
Robert and Joel Clark.
"Did Jamie Corner ever hit
Mr. Lassiter is survived by his wife, Jerry Clark
Lassiter
me? Yes," Thomas wrote in a
Lassiter who he married Aug. 24, 1956; a daughfour-page letter, excerpts of
ters, Lanita Lassiter of Puryear, Denise Wichian
which were published. She said
and husband Michael of Frisco, Texas and Dawn Harvey and husband Rick of Knoxville, Tennessee; a son, Sandy Lassiter of
her relationship with Corner
Puryear; a sister, Kathy Ball and husband Richard of Cottage Grove, was "toxic, abusive and caused
Tennessee; grandchildren, Michael and Chelsey Lassiter, Baylee
me a lot of suffering. His conand Maddie Wichlan, Chelsea Penticuff and husband Cody and
trolling and aggressive personAshlyn Harvey; great-grandchildren, Aubree Penticuff and Corbin
ality alienated me from most of
Hale; sisters-in-law, Sandra VanDyke and husband Frankie, Wanda
my family and friends at the
Gallimore and husband Mackie, Marilyn Clark and Carolyn Clark; time."
and several nieces, nephews and cousins.
Attempts to reach Thomas
Funeral services will be Friday, May 8,2015 at 11 a.m. at Hazel
were unsuccessful. Her letter
Baptist Church, Hazel, Kentucky with Rev. Wayne Carter, Rev. Tim
indicated she would have nothCole, Rev. Brent Lee, Rev. Michael Wichlan and Rev. Joey Frizzell
ing else to say on the matter.
officiating. Burial will bein the Walker Cemetery,Paris,Tennessee.
Corner acknowledged datVisitation will be Thursday, May 7, 2015 from 4-8 pm, at Hazel
ing Thomas after they met
Baptist Church and Friday,. May 8,from 9 am. until the service hour
while serving as officers in
at the church.
Future Farmers of America.
Memorial contributions may be made to Relay for Life, P.O. Box
But he denied abusing her, say1505,Paris, TN 38242; Hoofbeats of Hope, 840 Osage Crossland
ing the crime of domestic vioRoad, Puryear, TN 38251 or Hazel Baptist Church, P.O. Box 129, lence "sickens me."
Hazel, KY 42049.
"Everyone who knows me
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tennessee, is in charge of understands that the charges
arrangements.
are completely incompatible
with everything I stand for,
everything that I am," Corner
said. "I flatly deny the allegations that we had an abusive
BENTON. Ky.(AP) - A Hardin father has pleaded not guilty in
relationship. Those allegations
the death of his 6-month-old son.
are untrue."
The Paducah Sun reports 30-year-old John Mikulich IV pleaded
He said the last time he saw
not guilty Monday on a wanton murder charge after his son died at
Thomas was in 2001. when he
Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville
was unmarried and attending
an
Mikulich was arrested March 14 after Marshall authorities found
FFA convention
in
Lexington. He said the two
the baby floating in a bathtub. The child survived for 11 days in a
hugged on stage and agreed to
coma before being taken off life support.
meet in New York City a few
At a preliminary hearing, Marshall County sheriffs detective Matt
weeks later. There, Thomas
Hillbrecht testified that Mikulich had been under the influence of
gave Comer a signed copy of
some type of drug while watching the baby and his 2-year-old
former U.S. Sen. Lowell
brother.
Weicker's book "Maverick,"
Hillbrecht says Mikulich changed his story several times when
which Weicker had personally
explaining why the baby was in the bathtub.
inscribed to him.
The charge of wanton murder carries a possible life sentence.
"This was 10 years after we
had ended our relationship.

One local nonprofit to benefit Hardin father pleads not guilty in death of son
from MSU philanthropy class
Special to the Ledger
ing the recipient organization of
A Learning by Giving Grant a $5,000 grant. During the
award ceremony concludes the semester, students developed a
course, "Learning by Giving: vision and a mission statement
Strategic Philanthropy," offered for the entire course, which
through the nonprofit leader- includes the guiding principles
ship studies program at Murray and goals the class wants to
State University this semester. pursue in charitable giving. A
Students in the class will award Request for Proposals was fora $5,000 grant to one local non- mulated and grant proposals
profit organization.
were evaluated. Following a
The ceremony is set for careful review of the applicaWednesday. May 6, from tions and
site visits, students
12:30-1:45 p.m., in the
decided on the winning proposAlexander Hall Auditorium on
al.
campus. The ceremony offers
Grant funding is provided by
an opportunity for Murray State
the Learning by Giving
students, faculty and staff,
along with community mem- Foundation. The foundation
bers, to learn more about the promotes the study of philanMurray/Calloway County com- thropy at the undergraduate
munity, to interact with non- level by supporting academicalprofit leadership studies stu- ly rigorous full-credit courses
dents and to meet representa- with grants to distribute to local
tives from local nonprofit nonprofit organizations. The
grant is part of the Future
organizations.
"Learning
Giving: Philanthropic Educators,impleby
Strategic Philanthropy" intro- mented through collaboration
duces students to some of the between the foundation, the
practical decisions involved in Indiana University Lilly Family
grant making and increases School of Philanthropy and the
connections between students nonprofit leadership studies
and the local community. program at Murray State
Students are in charge of select- University.

Doubts raised about IS claim in Texas attack

PHOENIX(AP) — The Islamic State group claimed responsibility Tuesday
for the assaidt on a Texas cartoon contest that featured images of the Prophet
Muhammad, but counterterrorism experts said IS has a history of asserting
involvement in attacks in which it had no operational role.
That suggests the two gunmen could have carried out their own lone wolfstyle strike before they were shot and killed at the scene of Sunday's shooting
in the Dallas suburb of Garland. Federal officials identified the pair as Elton
Simpson and Nadir Soofi, both Americans who lived in Phoenix.
Rep. Michael McCaul, chairman of the House Homeland Security
Committee, said a Twitter account linked to Simpson included images of
Anwar Awlaki,a radical cleric killed in a CIA dime strike in Yemen.
Among the hashtags used by the account was "#texasattack." And one of the
final tweets was: "May Allah accept us as mujahideen," or holy warriors
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Marilyn felt comfortable seeking me out for a visit and to
deliver me a very kind gift,"
Corner said. "... That visit and
kind gesture took place much
closer to the time when we
were dating than today."
Comer's wife. TJ, stood
beside him during the news
conference, telling reporters
later that Comer had never
abused her and would never
abuse anyone. She noted that
she and Comer both grew up in
the same small town.
"If you know anything
about small towns, I knew
everything about Jamie Corner
and I still do," she said. "I married him almost 12 years ago
and I would do the same thing
today."
The allegations have been
simmering for months, fueled
by Lexington-based blogger
Michael Adams and his posts
on social media and other formats. Last week, Republican
candidate Hal Heiner publicly
apologized to the Corner campaign after emails surfaced in
the Lexington Herald-Leader
that showed Scott Crosbie, the
husband of Heiner's running
mate KC Crosbie, had
exchanged emails with Adams.
Tuesday, Corner continued
to blame the Heiner campaign
and his' ,unnamed "political
rivals" for trying to discredit
him. He said he could not
explain why Thomas would
suddenly make these allegations.
Corner vowed to stay in the
race while threatening legal
action against Adams, the
Courier-Journal and even
Thomas herself.
"I think today is a defining
moment in the campaign. I've
been honest with the people, as
I have been throughout my
career in public service,"
Comer said. "I just hope that
this election is about issues and
achievements and a vision for
Kentucky and who can move
this state forward."
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COMMUNITY
Cyber Academy
scheduled at Murray
State University

Rebate night to be held

A rebate night will be at Sirloin Stockade on
Thursday, May 7, for the Second Chance Dog
Rescue, from 4 until closing. You must print a
coupon from Sirloin Stockade's website or call
for a coupon at 270-703-7422.

Management (TSM). It gives
Special to ttse Lodger
It's time again for Murray high school students the opporState University's Summer tunity to learn about a variety of
Cyber technologies wji.ile introducing
Academy.
Cyber
Academy, a telecommunica- them to the college atmosphere
tions technology camp for high through residential housing,
school students, will begin its campus dining and other onfirst session on June 7. The mis- campus functions.
Each summer there are two
sion of Cyber Academy is to
expose high school students to levels of the camp offered. The
computer technologies through introductory camp is designed
hands-on, interactive activities. for students at any experience
The camp is sponsored by level. During the introductory
Murray State University's camp,students will learn everyProgram of Distinction in thing from building networks to
Telecommunications Systems installing and configuring netThe
applications.
work
advanced camp is aimed at
returning campers or students
who have taken multiple high
school networking courses, and
focuses on network and host
the
Throughout
security.
advanced camp, campers will
learn network defense techniques, network traffic analysis,
Happy Mother's Day! Mother's Day
how to bridge firewalls and
in
person
special
that
is a great day to let
your life know your appreciate them and
much more.
care for them.
Students attending camp stay
Have you ever looked up the definition
Murray State's campus for
on
of a mons? It's interesting because the
four days and are supervised by
online dicuonanes simply say More is
"Mother:. Wikipedia says "Mothers are
TSM student counselors as well
women who inhabit Of perform the role
as TSM staff. Although the
children
their
to
bearing some relation
majority of the time is spent in
who may or may not be their biological
off spring.
the lab, several other activities
There is no perfect definition of a
are planned for the students to
mom and no perfect mom. But Mother's
enjoy during the week. These
Day is a perfect time to say thank you to
anyone special in your life who is a man
activities include movie nights,
or like a mom to you.
hunts around campus,
scavenger
Regardless of the official definition,
holidays are great reminders to celebrate
and time at the Bauernfeind
and thank the people in our lives.
and
Recreation
Student
Don't delay, show some love to those
Center.
Wellness
who love you unconditionally.
The 2015 Cyber Academy
I would like to say • a very special
thanks to my mother who has done so
are June 7-10 (introductodates
much for me and works tirelessly in the
July 12-15 (advanced).
and
ry)
store everyday. She is special.
To celebrate Mother's Day, we are
Spots are limited so interested
having a giant sale Thursday, Fnday
students are encouraged to visit
and Saturday. With almost evaything
the website soon for more infor25-75% off, including all jewelry (except
40%,
handbags
price,
mation,the academy application
I12
Brighton)
shoes - 35%, bane pants - 40%,Joseph
and other important details
Ribkoff and Nick Zoe,Tribal,Multiples,
about Cyber Academy at
will be on sale at tremendous savings!
www.murraystate.eduksmicybe
Don't miss the spnng sale of the year'
Jennifer
to
Congratulations
rcave.
Cornelison who won the giveaway this
For questions or comments,
week. Like and share us on Facebook or
sure
Be
eligible.
be
Annie Vandiver at the
to
store
contact
come in the
to come in and try our wnnkle eraser.
for TSM at 270-809Center
Whiskies gone in 2 minutes - last 8-10
3987.
hours. You'll be 'Instantly Ageless!'
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report.,_
VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2011

-uee-gtlifT

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

-The Something For Everyone Store305 South 128s • Murray, KY • 733-7441
www.dkkelley.com
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Glorybound to meet Friday
Glorybound Christian Entertainment Ministry
will meet Friday, May 9, from 7-9 p.m. at
Datebook Goshen United Methodist Church Family
Fellowship Center, Stella. Featured will be For
Martha
Finney Andrus, Heaven's Sake, Yours Truly and the Murray
Community
Quartet. The public is invited. For more inforeditor
mation, call Renee Taylor at 270-753-8124.

Floral/Iris Show to be held

The second annual Floral and Iris Color Show, Plant Sale and
Luncheon sponsored by the Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will be Thursday, May 7. Exhibit registration will be
from 7:30-9:30 a.m. The flower show may be viewed from 11 am.
until 1:30 p.m. A lunch will be served from 11:30 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Tickets for the lunch may be purchased from any Garden
Department member or contact Dee Morgan at 270-767-1030 for
take-out. For questions, contact Linda Scott at 270-753-7944.

Gills and Norman
Jimmy and Cindy Gills of Sedalia, Kentucky, announce the
engagement of their daughter, Tanisha Carol Gills, to Trey Steven
Norman, son of Steve and Leta Norman of Mayfield, Kentucky.
Miss Gills is a 2013 graduate of Graves County High School and
is attending West Kentucky Community and Technical College. She
is employed at Youngblood's True Value in Mayfield.
Mr. Norman,is a 2012 graduate of Graves County High School
and is employed at Progress Rail, Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 30, 2015 at Sedalia Baptist
Church, Sedalia, Kentucky. A reception will follow at South
Highland Country Club.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Amy Young Memorial
Scholarship awarded
the Lodger
Special ID
a.
The John A. Logan College
Scholarship Committee has
awarded the $500 Amy Young
Memorial Scholarship for 20152016 to Michelle Abernathy of
Carterville, Illinois. Since 2006,
this scholarship has been awarded to a student in the Cardiac
Diagnostic Medical Sonography
Program.
This scholarship is given in
honor of Amy Young, a 2003
graduate of the John A. Logan
College Cardiac Diagnostic
Medical Sonography Program
and was established in her memory after a tragic accident ended
her life. Young was a Murray
High School and Murray State
University graduate and the
daughter of Dr. Burton and

FL* WEI(
POTTS'
4119-27511

DATEBOOK

Cnyayemen/

•

GREENHOUSE
Bedding Plants, Hanging Baskets & Tomato Plants
Weekdays 1-5 pm Sat.9am-4 pm
1107 Potts Road • 270 489 2765

CCMS will host orientation
Calloway County Middle School will host an orientation
Thursday, May 7, at 6:30 p.m. at the CCMS. The orientation will
include information about registration and extracurricular activities
for the 2015-2016 school year. Refreshment and tours will be provided. All current fifth graders and any students who will be attending CCMS for the first time in the fall are invited and encouraged
to attend. For more information, contact Beth Brockman at 270at
email
or
5142
ext.
762-7355,
beth.broclunan @calloway.kyschools us.

Kids Against Hunger needs volunteers

Murray's Kids Against Hunger Association will host a macaroni
and cheese meal packaging session Saturday, May 9. Volunteers of
all ages are invited to assist in the ingredient packing session. The
event will be at the Stabler Farm on Kentucky Highway 121 south.
Volunteers are asked to sign up for one of two shifts - 9-11 a.m. and
11 am. until 1 p.m. by calling the office at Keller Williams
Experience Realty at 270-753-1492.

Ky.Public Retirees to meet in Paducah

Dexter-Almo Water District will meet

The Board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will hold
its monthly meeting Thursday, May 7, at 6 p.m. at the water office
at 351 Almo Road.

4-H Aerospace Camp scheduled for June

4-H Aerospace Camp is Wednesday, June 3, at Madisonville
Airport for sixth grade through 18 years-of-age. The cost is $100
and the application deadline is Friday. May IS. Call the Calloway
County Extension Office for more information at 270-753-1452 or
email vharper@uky.edu.

CCMS SBDM Council will meet Friday

The Site-Based Decision-Making Council of Calloway County
Middle School will have a special called meeting Friday, May 8,at
10 a.m. in the Library Medica Center Conference Room.

Line dancing classes offered

Line dancing classes will begin Wednesday, May 13,from 5:30-7
p.m. and continue each Wednesday through July at the American
Legion Hall, 310 Bee Creek Dr., off of North Fourth Street. Call
Donna at 731-455-0088 and leave name and number to sign-up or
email at cherokee38242@yahoo.com. Class fee is $5 per week.
Amy Young

deadline approaching

4-H Camp
Cathy Young of Murray.
4-H Camp for 9-14 year-olds is almost full. Camp scholarship
Abernathy is a single mother
deadline is Saturday, May 9. A one-page essay must be included to
of two small children and a
be considered for a scholarship. All camp forms are due by Friday,
graduate of Southern Illinois May 15. For more information, call 270-753-1452.
University - Carbondale.
For further information conWrangler's to present horse show
cerning this scholarship or other
The Murray Wrangler's Riding Club is having its first horse show
scholarship opportunities at of the season Saturday, May 9, at 6 p.m. The club is located three
The show will
John A. Logan College, miles east of Murray on Kentucky Highway 80.
the younger
for
line
lead
ages,
all
for
games
horseback
include
contact
Carterville, Illinois,
is free.
admission
Spectator
events.
speed
Stacy Holloway, director of ones, show classes and
$8 for non-members. Memberships
and
members
for
$6
are
Events
scholarships and alumni servicare still available for purchase. For more information,call 270-339es at 618-985-3741,ext. 8426.
0223. The public is invited to attend.
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The Purchase Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet at
10:30 a.m. Thursday, May 7, at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Drive,
Paducah, for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All
retirees of the Kentucky,county and state police retirement systems
are encouraged to attend. For more information,call Tom Moore at
270-898-7289 or Al Yates at 270-994-2187.
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Lady Lakers snag win on Senior Night
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Lead Sports Writer
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THANKS, CUZ: Lady Laker catcher Kayli Kelso shows
that she came away with the final out against Trigg
County Tuesday night, as Laken Kelso (right) congratulates her.

After losing seven of their last
eight games, not much had been
going right for the Lady Lakers
(6-13,0-44th District).
But after an emotional Senior
Night in which head coach Troy
Webb began his goodbyes to
longtime stalwarts in Kristen
Kelly, Ashlyn Stalls, Kelsey
Douglas, Peyton Garland and
Danielle
Potts, Calloway
County went back on the field
Tuesday night and picked up a
much-needed 2-0 win over visiting Trigg County (7-12,0-4 5th
District, Region 2).
Lady Laker Laken Kelso and
Lady Wildcat Allison Russell
were hardly scratched for more
than four innings Tuesday
night - as Calloway and Trigg
were still locked in a 0-0 tie with
a few hits scattered on the diamond.
But for the first time in more
than two weeks, the Lady
Lakers mustered an offense that
has long been dormant.
Celia Murphy walked to open
the fifth and advanced on a sacrifice from Megan Greer. Stalls

MSU SOFTBALL

trudged back to the dugout after
striking out, but Potts plated
Murphy on a two-out single to
right to make it 1-0.
Douglas then opened the sixth
with a double to deep right field.
advanced to third on a grounder
from Adyson Scott and scored
on Kayli Kelso's single to centerfield for a 2-0 lead.
With L. Kelso in the circle, it
was all the advantage they needed.
"At this point, with the way
things have been going, it could
have been a half to nothing,"
Webb said after the victory.
"We'll take a win, and we
played really, really well.
"But 1 think we've lifted the
curse a little bit, and hopefully
we'll loosen up a little bit and
get a win over at Graves County.
We've got four or five winnable
games."
Looking to close a complete
game shutout, L. Kelso struck
out Emily Crowe to start the
seventh before Gracie Dixon
doubled to rattle the cages.
Dixon advanced to third on a
passed ball before Reagan
Melton flied out. L. Kelso then
forced a pop out to K. Kelso at

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times

Former Lady Laker star, Murray High assistant and
Murray State softball player Toree Rogers paid a visit to
old stomping grounds Tuesday night - this time as head
coach of Trigg County. Lady Laker head coach Troy Webb
said Rogers was one of the first seniors he coached at
Calloway County.
backstop for the finish.
up three hits and no earned runs
With the victory, L. Kelso while picking up seven strikemoved to 4-10 on the season outs and just one walk against
with a 2.54 ERA - as she gave
See SENIOR NIGHT, BA
4th DISTRICT SOFTBALL: MARSHALL CO.6, MURRAY I

1B Twaddle
named
OVC
Player of
the Year

Tough out
FOUR-RUN 2ND
DOOMS MURRAY,
MARSHALL CO.
TAKES TOP SEED

By PARKER GRIFFITH
MSU Athletics Media
Relations Assistant

By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer

strikeouts and one earned run on
six hits.
"She threw hard," head coach
Scott Tucker said after the loss.
"Gabi was tough. She was
tougher than we were."
Opting to rest Rayleigh Blanc,
Tucker sent Savannah Grogan to
the mound hoping to alleviate his
pitching staff.
Grogan was effective - throwing 81 percent of her pitches for
strikes - but in the second inning
the Lady Marshals remained
patient, stayed back and located
by scoring four runs on two outs.
Snow started the rally herself
with a single to center. Lexee
Miller doubled to make it 2-0,
Abby Fiessinger singled to right
for 3-0, Payton Smothers singled
to left for a 4-0 lead and Kenslie
Cross singled for a 5-0 advantage - nearly deflating Murray
before the game had any momentum.
Tucker then visited the mound
to sub Blanc into the game - not
because she was throwing poorly.
he said, but because he knew the
Lady Marshals were reading
Grogan well.
"They were just hitting good
pitches," Grogan said. "I wasn't
sharp because I haven't been able
U See LADY TIGERS,8A

The Murray High Lady Tigers
(16-10,2-1 4th District) were just
seven innings away from securing the No. I seed in the districtguaranteeing a trip to the 1st
Region Tournament.
But Marshall County snuffed
those hopes Tuesday in Murray,
when the Lady Marshals(16-5,304th District) won the district tieJoining Twaddle on the first
breaker 6-1 at Lady Tiger Field.
team was sophomore third baseIt was a tough loss for a bunch
man Maggie Glass, while three.
looking to keep thef'r playoff fate.
seniors, shortstop Alexa Becker.
in their hands.
pitcher CheyAnne Gaskey and
Now, Murray will have to play
outfielder Mo Ramsey. were
Calloway County a third time for
named to the second team.
a berth into the 4th District
Twaddle is now the second
Championship in order to extend
Murray State player in the sixtheir season.
year history of the program to
A night after collecting timely
earn Player of the Year honors,
hits
against a pesky Calloway
EDWARD MARLOWE ' Ledger & Times
joining Jenna Bradley in 2011.
County
club and the alwaysHigh's
Murray
Morghen
Turley (22) watches their 4th District clash against Marshall
The five all-conference awards is
tough Laken Kelso, Murray had
County
from
dugout
the
team
Tuesday
night.
Tigers
The
Lady
ended up falling 6-1 and
also a program record,surpassing
no answer for Gabi Snow - who
the previous record of three hon- Into the semifinal game against Calloway County.
strong-armed her way to two
orees set in 2012.
Twaddle captured the OVC
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS
regular-season batting title going
away with a season average of
.439, clearing her nearest competitor by 36 points. She led
Murray State in nearly every catBy R.B. FALLSTROM
through this again," Matheny
egory including hits at 69, RBIs
AP Sports Writer
said. "The guys did a nice job of
at 51,slugging percentage at .675
staying the course."
and on-base percentage at .497.
Mitch Harris.(1-0), a 29-yearST. LOUIS (AP)
—
The sophomore tallied 20 mul- Throughout the St. Lciuis old rookie and former Navy
lieutiple hit games during the season Cardinals' eight-game winning tenant, worked a scoreless
sixth
and had 16 multiple RBI games. streak, Mark Reynolds has for his first career victory. Trevor
She also began the season on a brought out the lineup card. Rosenthal earned his ninth save
school-record 37 reached base Manager Mike Matheny isn't par- in 10 chances.
streak, while also hitting in 19 ticularly superstitious, but there's
Anthony Rizzo had three hits
straight games to set a different no reason to mess with a good and a walk but grounded out with
school record.
thing.
the bases loaded against Miguel
Glass also had a big season for
Lately, Reynolds has been a lot Socolovich to end the eighth.
Murray State hitting at a .312 clip more than a good luck charm.
Startle Castro had two RBIs on
with 39 runs and 44 ,RBIs. She
"I don't think there's anyone in a forceout in the fifth when the
led Murray State with 13 home this clubhouse that doesn't think Cardinals couldn't quite turn a
runs on the year to go along with we're going to win every night," double play and rookie Kris
11 doubles and two triples for a Reynolds said after his pinch-hit Bryant scored from second.
slugging percentage of .662.
double off the wall in center field
The Cubs have lost a season
The winningest pitcher in snapped a tie in the sixth inning long four straight.
Murray State history and the only of a 7-4 victory over Chicago on
JEFF ROBERSON /AP Photo
"We're not pitching to all of our
to win 50-plus games,Gaskey set Tuesday night. "I've been really capabilities," manager Joe St. Louis Cardinals' Jon Jay, right, Is tagged out at home by Chicago Cubs catcher
a school-record by winning 18 squaring balls up. I really want to Maddon said. "Some guys are Welington Castillo during the first inning.
games in 2015 to go along with a bottle it up."
pitching really well, but I think
Matheny pushed all the right have had to face a string of right- do, is set the guys up against the
team-low ERA of 2.68. The
Man Carpenter tied the game there's another gear."
buttons Tuesday.
handed hitters if Rizzo had gotten appropriate guys."
school's all-time strikeout leader with a three-run homer off Kyle
Yadier Molina added two hits
He left Socolovich,a right-han- on base.
Harris is the just the second
mowed down 122 batters this Hendricks in the fifth and fin- and an RBI for the Cardinals, der who was pitching for the
Reynolds, who hit a grand slam major leaguer from the Naval
third
season, while limiting her oppo- ished with four RBIs. Kolten whose major league-best 20-6 straight day, in to face Rizzo in Monday's comeback, had been Academy and the first since
sition to a .248 average.
Wong added an RBI in the sev- start is a franchise best since instead of bringing in lefty Randy I for 8 with six strikeouts against Nemo Gaines in 1921 with the
Becker followed Twaddle in enth on an infield single, his third 1900.
Choate because he was short in Edwin Jackson (1-1) before his Washington Senators.
batting average this season at hit of the game.
Besides trailing 4-1 in the fifth the bullpen after several hard go-ahead hit Tuesday.
"That's all I wanted to be, a
.351 and led the team with 26
For the second straight game, inning Tuesday, the Cardinals days.
Maddon said he "kind of liked" pitcher," Harris said. "Everybody
walks and 10 stolen bases. The the Cardinals overcame sub-par were behind 5-0 in the first and 8Matheny said he didn't want to the matchup.
else looks at the story. 1 look at it
school's all-time leader in runs, starting pitching.
4 in the fifth of a 10-9 win use Rosenthal for more than one
"And the righty hits the ball in on the field, that's how I want to
U See MSU SOFTBALL 8A
"We had to fight our way Monday.
inning and that Choate would the gap,so that's the best you can be remembered'
Sophomore first baseman
Jessica Twaddle was named as
the 2015 OVC Player of the Year
and was one of five Racers to
earn All-Conference honors
Tuesday night at the OVC
Awards Banquet in Edwardsville,
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Calloway takes
tough losses at
Hoptown, Graves

I
.

Staff Report

David King

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
photo Tuesday night with
group
a
for
gathered
Webb
Troy
Calloway County head coach
Peyton Garland, Ashlyn
Potts,
Danielle
Douglas,
Kelsey
left,
From
his five seniors.
Stalls and Kristen "Kritter" Kelly pose with Webb.

•Senior Night...
From Page 7A
the Lady Wildcats.
Potts and K. Kelso each finished 1-for-3 with one RBI,
while Douglas continued to heal
well from a shoulder injury to go
3-for-3 with a run.
"It's always good to get a win
on Senior Night." Webb added.
"No complaints tonight. We did
what we needed to do to win the
ballgame."
The Lady Lakers travel to
Graves County Thursday. with
first pitch set for 5:30 p.m.

around since sixth grade. A couCLASS OF 2015
With Potts, Kelly, Garland, ple of them I had in kinderStalls and Douglas approaching garten. It is a bittersweet night,
graduation. Webb had strong and the good thing is we've got
words for what is currently his a few games left, and I think
starting infield and centerfielder. now they may play with a little
"They've grown up, and one chip on their shoulder."
thing they do as they get older is
A FLURRY FINISH
they have different issues,"
After playing just 16 games in
Webb said."But with them,this
the first month of the season,
year and the way things were
Calloway County closes out
going, we've had a few little
with 12 games in just 12
2015
hiccups but they've stayed
before the 4th District
days
and
hard
focused, worked really
Tournament begins at Murray
kept their heads up.
"A lot of them I've been High School.

Less than a week after
Calloway County's tough loss to
Murray High, the Lakers (6-15)
have opened this week with two
to
losses
road
difficult
Graves
and
Hopkinsville
County, where they fell to the
Tigers 6-5 Monday night and the
Eagles 2-1 Tuesday night.
Down 4-1 in the top of the
sixth against Hopkinsville,
Calloway took advantage of six
walks and an error to snag a 5-4
7
lead against the Tigers.
But Hoptown put two runs
right back up in the bottom of
the sixth for a 6-5 lead behind an
infield error, a single and a wild
pitch for the deciding scores.
Austin Anderson then started
for the Lakers Tuesday night
against Graves County and finished with nine strikeouts and
no earned runs.
But Eamon Hannan was just as
effective, tosssing 10 strikeouts
and just three walks against the
Lakers, as the Eagles picked up
unearned mils in the fourth and
fifth innings for the difference.
Calloway County heads to
LaCenter Thursday evening for
a contest against the upstart
Ballard Memorial Bombers (243) before hosting Apollo (21-7)
Saturday afternoon at Laker
Field.
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N Y Mets 3, Baltimore 2
Atlanta 9, Philadelphia 0
L A Dodgers 8. Milwaukee 2
St Louis 7, Chicago Cubs 4
Arizona at Colorado, ppd , rain
San Francisco 6. San Diego 0
Wednesday's Games
Miami (Koehler 2-2) at Washington
(Scherzer 1-3), 105 p.m.
Arizona (Collrnenter 2-3) at Colorado
(Matzek 2-0). 3.10 p.m.. 1st game
San Diego (Kennedy 1-1) at San
Francisco (Heston 2-2). 3:45 p.m.
Arizona (Ray 0-0) at Colorado (Lyles 22). 640 p m., 2nd game
Cincinnati (Leaks 1-1) at Pittsburgh
(G Cole 4-0). 7:05 p.m.
Baltimore (U.Jimenez 2-1) at N.Y. Mets
(deGrorn 2-3), 7:10 p.m.
Philadelphia (Williams 2-1) at Atlanta
(Foltynewcz 1-0). 710 p.m.
L A Dodgers (Fries 2-0) at Milwaukee
(W Peralta 0-4). 8-10 pm
Chicago Cubs (Lester 1-2) at St Louis
(Lynn 1-2). 8 15 p.m.

MLB Glance
NL League
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
17 10.830
New York
4
13 14.481
Atlanta
4
13 14.481
Miami
2
1
13 15.464 4/
Washington
10 18.357 7Y2
Philadelphia
Central Division
L Pct GB
W
—
20 6.769
St Louis
2
1
13 12.520 6/
Chicago
7
13 13.500
Cincinnati
8
12 14.462
Pittsburgh
2
1
8 19.296 12/
Milwaukee
West Division
L Pct GB
W
—
17 9.654
Los Angeles
2
1
14 13.519 3/
San Francisco
4
14 14.500
San Diego
5
11 13.458
Colorado
6
10 14.417
Arizona
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 7, Pittsburgh 1
Miami 2. Washington 1
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SportsBriefs
•Calloway County coach Terry Birdsong, his staff, and members of
the 2015 Regional Championship team will conduct the annual Laker
basketball camp on June 8-11 at the high school. The camp runs from
9:30-12 daily, and the cost is $50. Contact assistant coach Sawyer
Donohoo at sawyer.donohoo@calloway.kyschools.us for more information.
• Murray High coach Rechelle Turner, her staff and the team are
opening invitations to their 2015 Lady Tiger Basketball Camp scheduled
for June 1-3 at Murray High School. The camp will run in two sessions —
early morning for K-3 and early afternoon 4th through 10th grade.
Registration will be held June 1 at 8:30 a.m. for the first session and
11:30 a.m. for the second session. The cost is $40 and iedue at sign
ups.
For more information, contact Turner at 270-753-5202 or 270-2939066.
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•Lady Tigers...
From Page 7A
to throw very much lately. and
I'm not going to be good after
that."
"Some of my calls could have
been better, but they just take
pitches and they don't lose bat
speed," Lady Tiger catcher
Shelby Moss followed.",One was
a changeup and it was going to hit
the dirt, but this girl just took it
and hit it in the gap.
"It was crazy."
Stearns,
Miller, Chaney
Fiessinger, Smothers and 6-oss
were crazy, indeed — combining
to go 12-for-20 with a double, a

home run and five RBI to throttle
Murray.
The home run came in the top
of the seventh, as Fiessinger
launched a pitch from Blane to
deep center that just eeked over
the outfield wall for the final 6-1
tally.
Murray,however, was not without their chances.Caitlin Mollette
took a five-pitch walk to start the
second, Loryn Carver singled in
the gap and Morghen Turley hit a
single to center to make it 5-1
with no outs on the board.
Sarah Fitzer put even more
pressure on Snow with a fielder's

choice to put runners in scoring
position, but S. Grogan flied out
to right and Blanc popped out to
Snow in the midfield.
"It was disappointing to lose
this game because it is such a big
game," Tucker added. "But it
doesn't kill us either. We're still
in it."
SENIOR NIGHT
Murray High will celebrate
their four seniors — Rachel Todd,
Maddie Coh,pon, Lauren Magee
and Elizabeth Grogan—Thursday
night when the Lady Tigers take
on Ballard Memorial at 5:30 p.m.
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MAY 14,2015 • 3:00-5:00PM
Ribbon cutting, dedication and grand opening.

▪ MSU Softball...
From Page 7A
doubles, triples, home runs and
RBIs added to her totals this warn with team-highs of 52 runs
and 17 doubles, one triple, nine
home runs and 39 RBIs.
The school's all-time hits
leader with 221. Ramsey once
again proved to be a model of
consistency for Murray State this
season by tallying 59 hits for a
.337 average. In addition, the
slap hitter walked 20 times for an
on-base percentage of .405,
while also scoring 45 runs and
stealing nine bases.
;the honors were the first of
their careers for Glass and
Gaskey, while Twaddle. Ramsey
and Becker had previously
earned OVC accolades. Twaddle
was an All-Newcomer selection
last season, while Becker was
named to the second team in
2013. Ramsey began her career
by being named to the AllNewcomer team in 2012 and followed that up last season with a
first team nod.
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Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices

Wednesday, May 13, 2015
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
TORO
sarwav torn c owl

Speaker: Yvonne Clayton, CTFA, CISP
Dessert and Coffee will be served.

0°0 Monthly
Interest for 48
Months'1

TimeCytter SS

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-i cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

Held in the Murray Senior Citizens Center
607Poplar Street - Murray, KY
For more information, contact us at:

INC.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO,
270-753-2571

976 CHESTNUT ST
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'Alive Inside' returns for showing May 12
Special to theLedger
and Na
attend one of the freeti
screenings on May on
12,2015.
alEndowment for the Arts.
In March, one-hundred-ninety-six people viewed Alive Inside at Cheri
An award-winning film,Alive Inside demonstrates how digital technolMurray-Calloway County Hospital is a 152-licensed bed medical center
Theatres in Murray, Ky. Community response was so impressive. the ogy and a personalized playlist can ignite a spark of
joy in those who have located at 803 Poplar Street in Murray.
Kentucky. The hospital has been
Murray Calloway Endowment for Health Care is sponsoring two more lost their connection to the past,to their loved ones,
and their surroundings.
serving the medical and health care needs of the Western Kentucky area
free screenings of the documentary film on Tuesday, May 12, at 4:30 and
Tickets are free and available on a first come-first served basis.The tick7:00 pm,once again in cooperation with Cheri Theatres.
et office opens at 4:00 pm on May 12. For more information,contact Keith for over 100 years. Murray Hospital specializes in such major areas as
Alive Inside demonstrates how music unlocks memories and restores a Travis at the Endowment for Health Care: 270-762-1908
or 270-227-0253. women's services, surgery. cancer, orthopedics, neurology. ps)chiatric
deep and uplifting sense of self to those suffering from dementia,
Screenings of Alive Inside are made possible by an Arts Access services, emergency services and more. Murray-Calloway County
Alzheimer's, and Parkinson's disease If you are a family caregiver, com- Assistance Grant from the Kentucky Arts Council to
the Murray Calloway Hospital is accredited by the Joint Commission on the Accreditation of
munity volunteer, political leader, public policy decision maker, health Endowment for Health Care. The Kentucky Arts
Council, the state arts Healthcare Organizations, the nation's oldest and largest hospital accredicare professional,or compassionate citizen, you will want to save the date agency, is supported by state tax dollars and federal
funding from the tation agency.

MCCH announces events
schedule for month of May
Special to the Ledger
Staff at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and the Center
for Health & Wellness will be
offering educational health promotion events during the month
of May to community members,
Wellness Center members and
MCCH employees.
An AARP Safe Driving Class
will be held Wednesday, May 6
from 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the
MCCH Center for Health and
Wellness. Kentucky insurances
must offer a discount to those
who complete the class. Pre-registration is required and the class
size is limited. For more information on cost and age requirements Or to register, call (270)
762-1348 or come to the front
desk at the Center for Health and
Wellness.
A free nutrition education
event titled "Healthy Breakfast
Foods" will be held Friday. May
22 from 9-9:30 a.m. in the
Center for Health and Wellness.
They say breakfast is the most
important meal of the day and
that's not just a myth! It's very
important that we fuel our bodies first thing in the morning to
not only kick-start our metabolism, but to set the tone for a
healthy, productive day as. well.
A free education event titled
"Plan to Be Tobacco Free" will

be held Tuesday. May 26 from
5:30 -6:30 p.m. in the Center for
Health and Wellness. The program will be presented by Jamie
Smith with the Kentucky Cancer
Program. Jamie will be presenting a FREE 60-min session to
teach people how to be tobacco
free. The class will address
addiction, behaviors, available
resources,and will help smokers
develop a quit plan. All tobacco
users and non-tobacco users
who would like to learn more
are welcome.
Pre-registration is required!
For more information or to register, call Jamie Smith at 270442-1310
Give the gift of Life. The
Center for Health and Wellness
and The Murray Calloway
County Hospital Blood Donor'
Center are hosting a blood drive
on Wednesday. May 13 from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Center
for Health and Wellness. Take
the time to stop by and give the
gift of life. All blood donated
through the MCCH Donor
Center remains here to fill our
community's need.
For more information on programs or free screenings available from Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, and the Center
for Health and Wellness, call
270-762-1348.
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Tired, Overweight,
No Sex Drive
or having Memory Issues?
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MCCH will offer free sports physicals
to local middle, high school athletes
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Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital will host its annual free
sports physicals to local middle
and high school athletes on
Saturday. June 20 and Saturday,
July II, 2015 from 8 a.m. to
noon.
The physicals will be held in
the Outpatient Surgery Area,
located on the second floor of
the South Tower. Volunteer
physicians and nurses will perform the physicals. To receive a
free physical, the student must
be seventh grade or above and
enrolled
Murray
in the
Independent School District and
Calloway
County
School
District. The student also must
have a completed medical history form signed by a parent or
guardian. No appointment is
necessary.
In 2014, the two-day free
physical program saw more than
530 local athletes cleared to play

sports. The average physical
costs a family $100,but MurrayCalloway County Hospital coordinated a team of seven volunteer physicians and 35 other volunteers to give their time and
provide the exams free of
charge.The estimated savings to
local families was more than
$53,000.
The free physicals are part of
the hospital's commitment to
support local school systems,
which also includes providing
salaries for school nurses and
athletic trainers. MCCH also has
donated AED unites to both
schools, offers free membership
at the Center for Health and
Wellness to student athletes and
provides CPR training for
coaches. For more information
about the program, contact
Melissa
Ross,
Health
Promotions Coordinator, at 270762-1832.

to a FREE public discussion
igue and Bio-Identical Hormone
apy sponsored by the Medical
gle & Bailey Adult Health in
Walter's Pharmacy & Strawberry
• The discussion will be led by
ones,Pharm D.
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Thursday, May 7th at 7p.m. at the
Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau!
Thefirst30guests through the door will receive a
Gift Bag filled with women's
Professional Skin Care and Nutraceuticals.
Additonally,2lucky winners will receive a gift of

Essential Oil starter kits.

Memory loss series features King
Special to the Ledger
Dr. Christopher King, a board certified neurologist, will be featured in a community education series called "Memory Loss
Explained" next week in Murray.
The program is scheduled for 6:30-8:30 p.m. May 14 at the offices
of Primary Care Medical Center, 1000 S. 12th St. in Murray. The
topic of the evening will be memory loss.
Light refreshments will be offered and the public is invited.

Walter's
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PHARMACY

(270)753-7688
604 S. 12th St.
Murray,KY 42071
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"Bee" A
Breast Cancer
Champion!
Don't let a cancer diagnosis be your
wake-up call.
Fight the Fear!
It only takes a few minutes to save
your life.
Early betection through
Mammograms and
Breast Exams
are your best weapons
in the fight against
breast cancer!
Ask your medical provider about your need for
these important breast screenings.
If you are uninsured, contact the health department to see if you qualify for low-cost breast
cancer screening services.
Calloway County Health bepartment
(270)753-3381
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WasBack
The years ago
Calloway County Middle School
presented a check of $547.80 for the
Tsunami Relief Fund Efforts which
was matched by Woodmen of the
World for a total of $1095.60.
Heather Scott is shown with the
check from the school along with
Maggie Anderson, a seventh grade
student and member of Lodge 817
W.O.W.
Betty and Fil Boston are pictured
with Bob Boureau, a representative
of the Rotary Foundation and district governor, as they recently
reached Major Donor status by
donating $10,000 to the Rotary
Foundation over the past 10 years.
The Ninth Annual Calloway
County Relay for life started Friday
evening at Murray State's Roy
Stewart Stadium to raise money for
the fight against cancer.
Two newly named head football
coaches for Calloway County High
School and Murray High School
spoke at a meeting of the Murray
Lions Club. Pictured are Scott
Turner, Lions president and assistant MHS football coach, Lee
Edwards of MHS and Josh McKee!
of CCHS.
Twenty years ago
Jean Blankenship is pictured
receiving a standing ovation as she
accepted her award as Humanitarian
of the Year during the annual Rotary
Club banquet. She. was honored
because of her work with the Red
Cross.
The H. Eddie Roberts Post of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars will sponsor a dinner and commemoration of
the 50th anniversary of V-E Day at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Wayne Bennett is shown congratulating Leroy Eldridge as he accepts
the award for Rotarian of the Year.
Dan Taylor, chairman of Hazel
Alumni Scholarship Fund, is pictured accepting a $500 donation
from Dwayne Fulkerson, chief
executive officer of Dees Bank of
Hazel.
Thirty yeafsr0sii
Deidra DaudiErtIfy wits named
Prom Queen it the Murray High
School Prom at Murray State

University's Curris Center ballroom. In her court were Gaye
Latimer,Tammy Barlow. Jill James,
Shannon Parker and Huong Dinh.
Rusty Wnght threw four innings
of a two hit shutout and Rick
Grogan came in to finish as the
Murray Tigers blanked Daviess
County 13-0 at Ty Holland Stadium.
Wright struck ova three and
improved his record to 6-1 on the
season.
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycees installed new officers for
the ppeorning year and they include
Jerry McCoy, president, Mike Irvin.
Danny Rogers, Jamey McMillen.
Eddie Jones, Tim Alton, Terry
Hopkins and Tommy Thornton.
Forty years ago
Rita Alene Paschall, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall is
valedictorian and Vernon Dale
Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hale
Mathis, is salutatorian of the senior
class of Calloway County High
School.
Ronnie Ragsdale of Murray
scored a hole-in-one while playing
golf at the Oaks Country Club.
Fifty years ago
A special report on her trip to
Washington, D.C. to the National 4H Club Center is published and was
written by Judy Kelso.
Elected as officers of the Junior
Beta Club at Murray College High
School were Steve Willoughby,
Gayle Rogers, Beth Garrison, Mark
James and Joy Swann.
Jack Bailey, son of Mrs. Ernest
Bailey and the late Mr. Bailey, was
presented a 25 year service pin at
the annual recognition banquet of
the Tennessee Valley Authority. His
wife is the former Thelma Riley,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E.W.
Riley.
Sixty years ago
Elected as new officers of the
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club were Ruby Pool,
Desiree Hosick,Euva Nell Mitchell.
Beth Wilson and Grace Jeffrey.
Recent births at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Brandon and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Edd Scott.

Melodramatic serial should
be canceled, not renewed
DEAR ABBY: My boyfriend
of 10 years, 'Scott." and I separated last year. I was pregnant
and hormonal at the time, and
told him we would never get back
together. We went a month without contact, then reconnected.
While Scott was in the process
of working things out with me.
he had a girlHe
friend.
made it seem
like not a big
but
deal,
apparently it
more
was
serious. He
told her she
was the love
of his life and
he didn't want
Dear Abby
to lose her,
etc. When our
By Abigail
daughter was
Van Buren
five
born
months later, he told me he was
done with the other woman. They
talked for a month after our baby
arrived and then he cut her off.
I recently found some old messages between them, and my heart
shattered all over again. Scott says
it was all a joke and he never
meant any of it. The text messages imply otherwise.
I don't know if I should take
another break to clear my head,
or wait until my heartache passes. Please help. -- EMOTIONAL
IN THE SOUTH
DEAR EMOTIONAL: If you
were convinced that Scott has
been completely honest. I doubt
you would have searched his message history. As to his relationship with the other woman being
a "joke." I doubt she was laughing when -- after hearing she was
the love of his life and he didn't want to lose her -- he announced
it was over,
You appear to like drama. You
brought this on when you told
Scott the two of you would "never"
reconcile. I do think you should
take a break until you are less

emotional, because the choices
you have made so far haven't
been entirely rational
OM.*

DEAR ABBY: I live on soft
drinks. I don't eat real food. I
can't remember the last time I ate
a hot meal, much less vegetables.
I exist solely on massive amounts
of soda -- two two-liter bottles a
day. If I put food in my stomach, it's usually bread or candy.
I don't binge and purge. Because
I'm never hungry. I don't look at
it as starving myself. The last
time I tried to get off the soda
I got sick to my stomach, lightheaded and felt out of sorts. I
don't know if I'm addicted to the
caffeine, the sugar or both. I want
to be able to go to a restaurant
on a date and eat like a normal
person.
I don't know what to do or
how to do it. This liquid diet is
slowly killing me and I need help.
I have expressed my concerns to
my doctors and even my therapist. I don't think they believe
me or understand the extent of
my problem. What would you
suggest? -- STUCK IN SOUTH
CAROLINA
DEAR STUCK: It appears you
have an eating disorder. Because
your doctor and your therapist
both seem unable to understand
that and help you. consider replacing them. You should also consuit a licensed nutritionist who is
a registered dietitian (R.D.).
Caffeine and sugar withdrawal can both cause the symptoms
you describe. Neither withdrawal
is "fun." and both can cause
headaches and more. You may
have to wean yourself rather than
quit cold turkey. and a nutritionist can help you to create a personalized eating program that's
right for you.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.

By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. May 6,
the 126th day of 2015. There are
239 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 6, 1965. after a Rolling
Stones concert in Clearwater..Florida, was cut short by rowdy fans,
Keith Richards composed the opening guitar rift of "(I Can't Get
No) Satisfaction," which he cowrote with Mick Jagger.
On this date:
In 1840, Britain's first adhesive postage stamp. the Penny
Black, officially went into circu113
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DEAR DOCTOR IK: I took
an antibiotic before having some
dental work done. I ended up in
the hospital with severe diarrhea
caused by something called C.
diff." I was told it was a kind
of bacteria, but aren't antibiotics
supposed to kill bacteria? Can
you explain?
DEAR READE1R: You beard
the doctors
correctly: "C.
din is shorthand for a
bacterium
as
known
Clostridium
difficile. It
lives inside
our intestines,
with
along
of
Dr. Komaroff trillions
other bacteBy
ria. Normally,
Dr. Anthony
the harmful
Komaroff
C. diff bacteria are far outnumbered by other
bacteria in our. intestines. These
other bacteria keep C. diff under
control. For this reason, we'll call
them 'good" bacteria.
This can change dramatically
when a person takes an antibiotic. Why? Just as there are many
different types of bacteria, there
also are many different kinds of
antibiotics. No single kind of
antibiotic kills all types of bacteria. Your doctor knew the kind
of bacteria that grow in your
mouth and can cause some people problems after dental work. You
took the antibiotic he chose, and
the potentially dangerous mouth
bacteria were killed.
But the antibiotic traveled
throughout your body. It probably also killed some of the "good"
bacteria in your intestine, while
not killing C. diff -- allowing C.
diff to multiply like crazy.
In most cases, the result of a
C. diff infection is a mild case
of diarrhea that goes away quickly after the antibiotic treatment
ends. But more severe cases can

sevelt.WILL THIS SOLUTION BE
In 1937, the hydrogen-filled
SCRUBBED?
German airship Hindenburg burned
Dear Heloise: I like your
and crashed in Lakehurst, New
hint about SANITIZING DISH
Jersey, killing 35 of the 97 peoSPONGES in the microwave.
ple on board and a Navy crewHowever, I *use the ones with
man on the ground.
scrubbies on one side. Is it safe
In 1954, medical student Roger
to put those in the microwave'?
Bannister broke the four-minute
— Carol, via email
by
mile during a track meet in Oxford.
Yes, it is. However, check
Heloise
England, in 3:5?.4.
that the spongelscrubbie has no
in 1969:BfitatininciltsM4:. wows
metal piticrs.'Here't a.hint: Read
garet married Antony Armstrongthe label on the package! it
Jones, a commoner, at WestminDO wet the sponge before "nuking" it in the
ster Abbey. (They divorced in
microwave.
1978.)
DON'T microwave a dry sponge — it's like asking for a fire to start.
Two minutes is usually the right amount of time.
"push the envelope." — Heloise
Don't
ALWANIS PUN**
PE SAID TONE
Folks, I don't know what the deal is with
P.S.:
(4111.000414
MOI14611 CF tAIS 114
FAR beyond their safe life span.
sponges
6t.f1'
keeping
2
Is1
GOV,
TWEE a426evou,toomot..?
446006D
Buy them when on sale; toss when it's time!
614ILAREN.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FALLING ALTERS
Dear Readers: You never fail me! Bonnie asked
about what to do with paper coffee filters that keep
collapsing. Here are a few of our hints:
Stephanie, via email. said: "The solution: Use
two paper filters, fitted together. each time you
brew a pot of coffee. The strength of two keeps
them from collapsing."

lation five days after its introduction.
In 1889, the Paris Exposition
formally opened,featuring the justcompleted Eiffel Tower.
In 1910. Britain's Edwardian
era ended with the death of King
Edward VII; he was succeeded
by George V.
In 1915, Babe Ruth hit his
run as a
firs ''cir-1ea e .tio
X
d
pl r
or s Proiress
t
n 9
began operating
Administr
under an executive order signed
by President Franklin D. Roo-
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harmful bacteria
result in prolonged abdominal pain,
cramps. diarrhea and fever. In
some cases, diarrhea is so frequent that the person becomes
dehydrated. Severe infections are
more common in older people and
in people who are hospitalized
Treatment begins by stopping
the antibiotic that triggered the
C. diff in the first place. Then
the doctor will prescribe another
antibiotic that does kill C. cliff
But C. diff is a particularly hard
kind of bacteria to kill. It has
become resistant to some antibiotics -- and it has the capacity
to hide from them, lay low, and
then cause a relapse.
A newer treatment approach
transplants feces from a healthy
person into the colon of a person with a C. diff infection. We've
talked about that in this column
before. As a result, the diseased
intestine becomes repopulated with
normal, healthy bacteria.
Until recently, a fecal transplant was done through an enema
or a colonoscopy. Neither is pleasant. Late last year, researchers at
Harvard-affiliated Massachusetts
General Hospital purified and froze
fecal extracts. They placed them
into clean and odorless capsules
that could be swallowed. It seems
to work, and it's safe.
In the future, if you must take
an antibiotic, consider taking a
*probiotic" as well. Prckiotics are
living bacteria That you ingest to
improve the balance of bacteria
in your gut. Yogurt, buttermilk.
miso and soy beverages are all
good sources of probiotics. You
can also buy probiotics in pill
form. There is some evidence that
probiotics may reduce the risk of
developing C. diff if you take an
antibiotic.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise

Today In History

EI

Probiotics may help counter

f.conr

(")

WAKE LIP, HONEY' YOU'RE
TALKING IN YOUR SLEEP

Scott, via email, said: "I rinse out the basket
first so the filter sticks to the sides."
Dave V in Little Rock, Ark., wrote: "I have the
solution: Use the plastic lid from a I2-ounce peanut
can. I cut a large hole out of the lid (leaving about
a quarter inch of the rim). Put the filter in the
basket, and place the plastic rim inside the filter.
The size of your coffee-maker filter basket may dictate a different-size lid."
CAKE HINTS
Dear Heloise: I spray cooking oil on cooling
racks that cake or bread sits on. This way, it does
not stick to the cooling rack when you take it off.
Also. I use paper doilies uncle cakes to make
them look pretty. But the cake moisture soaks into
the doily, and you can end up eating the paper by
mistake. Now. I cut a circle of wax paper the size
of the cake and place it over the doily before placing the cake on the plate. — Corrinne- B. in Texas
LABELED ONIONS
Dear Heloise: We cook a lot and buy a lot of
onions, which we store in a bin. To distinguish
older onions from those just purchased. I affix an
address label (like those from various charities) on
each of the older onions in the bin. When it's time
to choose, I try to use those with a label first.
Now the onions are not in the bin long enough
to go bad. I can easily determine which should be
used and which can wait. — Ellen C., Rockville.
Md.
BREAKFAST BITES
Dear Heloise: I've found that cutting up bread
into cubes for French toast makes for a very easy
and kid-friendly breakfast. I always make sure all
sides have been cooked. They cook much faster
when in cubes or sticks. — Kat B., Omaha, Neb.

Crosswords

15 THERE A
'SIX GUYS WITH A
TRUCK ANT) A COUPLE
OF FORKLIFTS'?

I THINK FM SETTER
SUITED FOR ANOTHER
,.MO_V_I1‘L
IG COMPANY.

YOU'RE
GUESSING! ,

5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
22
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
34
35
38
41
42
43
44
45

Travel document
Sound of delight
Border on
Atlas section
Trig function
Dressed in
Twisty letter
Porch items
Steakhouse order
Youngster
Racer Andretti
Biblical kingdom
MP's quarry
Ogled
Magic Johnson, once
Forgoes food
Caustic stuff
Take as one's own
Antlered animal
Uncooked
Little squirt
Golf target
Source of wisdom
Hawaiian strings
Hit on the noggin
Printed matter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
29
30

Bud holder
Sacred bird of Egypt
Heat-based ailment
Had lunch
Car type
Brokers' numbers
Big planters
Long. long time
King Kong, for one
Went ahead
Cow call
Bitterness
Typing unit
"Yeah, right!"
June honorees
Shopping spot
Not at home
Pile
Baby's toy
London weather

DOWN

,(g4)
PEANUTS
IF SHE SAYS IT AGAIN,
I'LL SCREAM.. I KNOW
SHES JUST WAITIN6 TO
SAY IT...ME.

CATCH A
GOOD GAME,
"DEAR 14EART"!
An,

S6

///i

Stunned
Ailing
TV's Trebek
Sunset setting
Cry loudly
Old hand
Operated
Crude abode

33
34
36
37
38
39
40
41

ACROSS

GRAP II
APEX
RIVAL
CRIES
HOLDTHEMAYO
TOP
ROW
EVE
BALE
SEEDER
ERAS
SNEER
UTICA
FANGS
SPEC
INSETS
PAVE
LAW
DEN
ACE
CI NCODEMA YO
DETER
ENTER
NODE
POSEY
1

2

3

5

4

11

12

13

14

17

19

18
24

23

29

28

38

UU
39

40

UU

30

33
32111
34

III

35

iii

II
42

20 ill

25
27

26

31

10

16

15

22

it, min

44
ill

mil
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Murray

Tell Mom how
special she is!
SUNDAY, MAY

See ad below.

CLASSIFIED AD RATES _AIN

Call

ADJUSTMENTS

Nicki Peach

Adverbsers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion. Any error should
be reported immediately so correc-

$5.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

tions can be made.

010

010
Legs)
Notice

Legal
Notice

010
Legal
Notice

010
Legal
Notice

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 14-CI-00470

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Lumber Salesmen FullTime.
Lumber
Background Preferred
Rhodes Supply 270382-2185

U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ND,
PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

VS.

RYAN MARINE, LLC, RYAN EDWARDS AND
.F.SLIE EDWARDS,COMMUNITY FINANCIAL
BANK COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE,AND
TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS, LLC,
DEFENDANTS.

NOTICE OF SALE

NOW
Hiring
Management
and
Crew. Apply in person
or email:
morehead.jeremyttza
xbys.com

OLIVIA A. KIRKS,JASON T. KIRKS,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF OLIVIA A. KIRKS,
UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF JASON T. KIRKS,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, UNKNOWN
OCCUPANTMENAZ4IT.STATE FARM
INSURANCE COMPANIES,LORI DUFF„
DEFENDANTS.

060

060
Kelp Wanted

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

iiiram
020

A Public Hearing will be held by Calloway County at
the Judicial Building on May 19,2015 at 5:00PM for
the purpose of obtaining citizens comments regarding the possible uses of the County Read Aid(CRA)
and Local Government Economic ASsistance(LGEA )
Funds.
All Interested persons in Calloway County are invited to the hearing to submit verbal or written cammenta on possible uses of the CRA and LGEA Funds.
Any person is) who cannot submit written comments
or attend the public hearing but wish to submit coinmenu should call the Office of the county judge/executive at the Calloway County Courthouse by May
19,2015 so the arrangements can be made to secure
their comments.

MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
(Calloway
3 me.
$30.00
3
6 mo.
$55.00
6 mo...-.-.--$55.00
1 yr.
$105.00
1 yr.-4101.110
Rest of KY/TN

AB Oilier Mall
Subscriptions

Nrrrar & Buchanaro

6 mo.
1 yr.----$120.00

Help Wanted

$1000 SIGN ON BONUS!!!!

Public Notice

3
6 me...............$96.00
1

Money Order

Visa

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st vlontli tree!
'New Climate Control
Available
*24 7 Surveillance
*Pest Control
I lxv% 94 East
)7(i
I tivi
-

4

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

GoaInc
TIRED OF BEING GONE 3-4
WEEKS AT A TIME'?
Horne Weekends!!!
GlenDI Inc. Is taking applications
for Class A Company Drivers
in Murray, KY.
Competitive pay,(based on driving
experience & driving record).
• Paid Practical Miles • Paid Holiday
• Vacation Pay • Ott- Safety Bonus
• Medical. Vision and Life Ins.
• Retirement Plan
• ALSO, SEEKING PART TIME DRIVERS
CALL CRAIG FOR MORE DETAILS
Mon. - Fri.. 9 a.m. -4 p m
270-769-6640
6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Jeffrey R. Russelburg - Fancy Farm, KY. Perform
all duties of Tobacco & Straw/Hay Production;
including irrigating, spraying, harvesting, & packaging; other alternative work. Employment Dates:
07/06/2015 - 11/23/2015. $10.28/hr. Piece rates
may be offered. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract
hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing
provided to non-commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
50% of contract is met. Random drug testing may
be done after hire at employer's expense. Contact
the State Workforce Agency at 502-564-7456 and
reference job order number KY0587472.

OTR Drivers Needed
Interested Parties Call
270-226-8556

MX

Infinity Group Is hiring for
Name

Assembly Workers &
Security Guards In Murray Area.

St. Address
City

Are you an Individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
If so, please email:
cschroader0Inf-grp.com
or call 270-787-2518

Zip

State

Fri 10 Lin.
Frt. 9 aft
Non. 9 a.m.
Mon. 12 pin,
Tue. 1p.m
Wed. 12 p.m.
Thur 12 p.rn.

UTILITYS i
$9,500
270-753-60
160

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.
.a

Experienced
Restaurant Workers.
Paris Landing, 731407-4926.

140
Want to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
k
i
55 rtan

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
ó05 E

South 12th St
(270) 753-1713

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266

Watch
Lake
2 Bat
Open Ci
Elect
Gar
As

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S. & Glendale.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on March 23, 2015, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the principal sum of $172,410.30, as of date ofjudgment, plus interest
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
t the rate of 12% per annum until paid, costs, attorney fees, etc., I shall proceed to Circuit Court on December 8, 2014, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $136,874.20, plus interest at the rate
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday. May 7, 2015, at the of $22.68 per day from July 30, 2014,together with fees, costa, etc., I shall proceed
hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property locat- to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
ed in Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, May 7, 2015, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property locatA 1.431 acre tract of land located on Highway 94 approximately 2.5 miles East of
ed in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2237 West Fork Road,
the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway
Murray,KY 42071(PVA Tax ID 4038-0-0047), and being more particularly
County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
described as follows:
TRACT OR PARCEL OF LAND,LYING AND BEING IN CALLOWAY COUNTY,
Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
KENTUCKY,TO WIT:
Northeast corner of the Bert Collins property, Deed Book 99, page 185, said point
being an existing fence post, 44 Re-bar set, 682.22 feet East of the centerline of
LYING IN SECTION 28, TOWNSHIP 3,RANGE 4 EAST,AND BOUNDED BY
Highway 280 and 30.00 feet South of the centerline of Highway 94; thence, North
BEGINNING 16 FEET SOUTH OF WE. CAIN LINE; THENCE SOUTH WITH
66 deg. 42'48" East - 205.46 feet along the South side of Highway 94 to an existing SECTION LINE 25? RODS TO A ROCK THENCE WEST 25 ? RODS;THENCE
fence post. 44 Re-bar set, at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of
NORTH 25? RODS; THENCE EAST 25 ? RODS TO THE PLACE OF BEGINand; thence, South 1 deg. 12'03" West - 370.51 feet with the Fred Gardner West
NING,CONTAINING 4 ACRES, MORE OR 1.1M8.
property line, Deed Book 153, Card 581, to a point, 10.00 feet East of a 44 Re-bar
set, at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land; thence, North 87
SUBJECT TO ALL EASEMENTS,COVENANTS,CONDITIONS,RESERVAdeg. 5331" West - 196.16 feet with the North side of Highway 280, toe 44 Re-bar
TIONS, LEASES AND RESTRICTIONS OF RECORD,ALL LEGAL HIGHWAYS,
set 30.00 feet North of said centerline, at the Southwest corner of the herein
ALL RIGHTS OF WAY ALL ZONING,BUILDING AND OTHER LAWS,ORDIdescribed tract of land; thence, North 3 deg. 03'37" East - 282.39 feet with the said NANCES AND REGULATIONS,ALL RIGHTS OF TENANTS IN POSSESSION,
Collins East Property Line, to the point of beginning.
AND ALL REAL ESTATE TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS NOT YET DUE AND
PAYABLE
This property is subject to all previously conveyed'easements and rights-of way.
Being the same property conveyed to Jason T. Kirkeaml Olivia A. Kirks, husband
Description as per survey of Freddie Allgood, Kentucky Registered Land Surveyor
and wife, from Rickie D. Spann and Christi A. Spann, huliband and wife, by deed
42407, dated July 11, 1988.
dated May 26, 2009 and recorded May 27, 2009 in Deed Book 786, Page 634, of the
records of the Calloway County Clerk's office.
LESS AND EXCEFT that .067 acre tract conveyed from above-described property
by Master Commisaioner Deed dated September 13, 2001, of record in Book 397,
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of
page 518 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
30 days, but if sold on a credit of30 days, the purchaser shall be required to
deposit with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the
Being the same property conveyed to Ryan Marine, LLC,by deed from Heritage
balance to be paid in full within thirty(30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearBank dated May 4, 2007, of record in Book 693, page 761, Calloway County Court
ing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
Clerk's Office.
payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subThe aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of ject to the 2015 ad valorem taxes.
thirty(30)days, but if sold on a credit of thirty (30)days, the purchaser shall
This 16th day of April, 2015.
deposit with the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price and execute
bond with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 12% per Respectfully submitted,
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All delinMAX W. PARKER
quent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
Master Commissioner
property shall be sold subject to the 2015 ad valorem taxes.
Calloway Circuit Court
This 16th day of April, 2015.
Respectfully submitted,

060
Hslp Wanted
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00636

HERITAGE BANK,USA,INC.,
PLAINTIFF,

Check

looday
Smart Sava
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fnday
Saturday

To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

CZ

VS.

$8.50 Column Inch, be% Discount 2nd Run,
4096 Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

any error. Murray Ledger & Times

for all your
classified needs

DEADLINES

I trI•sll'i

Lake wa
for sale. 5side with
to water's
284-288 in
Shores. P
$49,900.
0274 for

OTR- Reefer Drivers,
4years minimum experience required.. Home
Most Weekends. Only
Serious
Applicants
Apply. 731-336-9419
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. Hiring
direct service providers
and
kitchen
staff.
Background
check/drug screen.
Murray,KY. 270-7671543
SCHVVERMAN
Trucking Company is
looking for Class 'A"
Liquid Drivers for out
Calvert City, KY terminal $5,000 Driver SignOn
Bonus.
Pay
Package of .45 loaded/
.36 unloaded. 7-10
days out then 2-3 days
home. Must have Class
"ACOL. Medical
Benefits (start after 30
days)
frafi
$36$95/week.
Tank and HAZMAT
endorsements
required. No liquid
experience necessary
Call Brian at
800-507-8848.
www.tankstarcom
PART-TIME
work
needed for support
specialist, jewelry specialist, customer-service specialist, and
housekeeping. Flexible
hours and days. Go
online to apply. 270759-1400

Help Wanted

LIFEGUARD &
SWIM INSTRUCTOR
POSITIONS
Apply through May 15,
2015 at
Murray Calloway
Co. Parks Office
900 Payne St
270-762-0325
Office Hours:
M-F •8AM - 4PM
UNIT MANAGER-RN
Parioriew Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah.
positions
Full-time
available
for
a
Kentucky-licensed RN.
Supervisory and longterm care experience
preferred. We offer
great pay and benefits
in a team-oriented
environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543 Fax270442-3312
544 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia Ivy°LCCA.co
UfeCareCarreers COM
EOE/M/FN/D -58561

Alexander
Construction.
Carpenter/Labor
Needed. 270-970-1286

r

MURRAY
UNIVERSITY
STATE

Full-time Job vacancies at Murray Campus
Plumber I $10.34Rte
Building Service, Technician 107.43/hr
Administrative Assistant 11012.15/hr
Apply online & view additional details at
aftraMtilTibtliatiN008SQM
Women and minorities are Of1COU raged to apply
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. WF,D. AA employer.

Plumbers & Plumber
Helpers
Needed.
Immediate Hiring. 270527-1315270-9704957
We are currently seeking
a
full-time
Customer
Service/Bookeeper.
Previous experience in
customer service in the
printing industry is preferred. All candidates
need to adapt well to a
fast paced environment
and have a willingness
to be a team player.
Prior knowledge of
QuickBooks is a plus.
This position is full-time
7:30am to 4:30pm,
Monday-Friday
with
occasional overtime.
270-753-5397
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience. To apply call
270-753-6895 & leave
voice message. No
applicants
walk
in
accepted. EOE

DISCLAIMER,
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
yDU will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwotiLcom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

160
Hans Furnishings

HMO's & 10115's
(270)436-2524

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
"Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

470
B —•
obi Convenient in town location!
Hours: Tues-Fri 8-4, Sat8-12

Land-ca.

2014 Ha
FLHTK
Ultra Li
miles F
270753-5149
480

51214'

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2BR
IBA
duplex,
recently updated, quiet
street. 625/Mo + 625
deposit. 1 Year !ease.
No pets. 270-293-6430
Nice, Large, Duplex.
28R, 1.58A, large utility, with W/D, garage,
$725/mo. $725/dep.
Lynn Grove 270-2271743

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments

Shop Bays
Autcu Clean up/ Body
Work: Mechanic.' etc.
1 Double Bay
2 Single Bays
Freshly painted.
Bath Room
New Commercial
Compressor
(270) 485-6122

DOG
Obedience
glendhenmere com
(270)436-2858

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
430

NOW LEASING
Real Estate
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
Murray Ledger It Times Fair
8 vouchers.
Housing Act Notice
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts. All real estate advertised herein
902 Northwood Dr
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
Monday,
illegal to advertise any prefer.
Wednesday, Friday.
nice, limitation or discriminaPhone 270-759-4984. tion based on race, color, religion, its. handicap, familial staEqual Housing
tus or national ongin, or intenOpportunity
tion to make any such preferences,
limitations or discnminaTDD# 711
boa
Stan laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
Houses For Rent
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
1628 Olive
Stree under federal law,
Murray close to cam We will knowingly accept any
advertising for rear estate whith
pus.
is not in violation of the law. All
2BR, IBA, Lease persons are hereby informed
Required.
270-436- that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportu5085
nity basis.
309 Woodlawn. 3BR For further assistance with Fair
2BA $695/mo plus 1.5 Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Month Deposit. No Big Rene P Milarn,(703)48-1000.
Dogs. 313-801-1918

Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carNo
port.
pets.
References required
Coleman RE 270-7539898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

USEI
. 1
rn
Call J

270-753-8556
1505 Deiguid Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1833 ext 283

FOR RENT. 4-5BR
House. Lease and
Deposit Required. 270753-4109

lVi

380
Pets & Supplies

Public Sale

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

MOTC

Start

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

The animation LT as equal
c
r uppornsam powder
and emploser

Ha

520

2004
Pontoon
Mercury
Stroke
060 ,
270-436
20FT La
$6,000
;30

rdOM
• PRO

I HOME
R
T
2
teeter

Seni
fe

Ileum rCuanel
'
,
PPP

PROPERTY
FOR
SALE.
WWW GNICHOLSENT COM
PRICES REDUCED
FOR QUICK SALE.
270-753-4109

on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602

•

r r

Na

PO

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

1

flu
CONSISTENCY
Al.
ONLY 2711.00
PEE
FALL
cLASSITIED
anuainstaa
ran INCTSILS
(270) 753-191S.

Lots For UM
41311

KY Lake waterfront lots
for sale 5-lots side by
side with gentle slope
to water's edge Lots
284-288 in Pine Bluff
Shores. Pnces start at
$49.900. Call 270-7520274 for more info.

Fri.10a.m.
- Fn.9un,

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

Services Ceara!

•Tnmming

Tbur.12p.m.

our

&C

1GE and
'PANE

E. Main
'53-6266

)urs:
- Fn
3-4:00
urday,
-12:00

ENTALS
TORAGE
4TH ST.

i S. & Gletid

II l\\ IIC‘N,

*Stump Gnncling

270-293-4256

*Firewood

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured Free estimates 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

*Insured

(270) 489-2839
years xpenenoe
Free EStinlatei

Murray Ledger
& Times

H and K
Concrete Finishing
Patio's Dnveways,
Sidewalks, Etc
Michael Mouslon270-978-1261
Ken Kentrel
270-873-902.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

GARY W DICK

ELECTRIC

Licensed 06-

NI \ \t,I \II \l

Lake View Bargain
380 Mermie Rd
Hardin, KY

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Watch the spectacular sunset over the
Lake from your updated 3Bedroom
2 Bath ranch in Pirates Cove Resort.
Open Concept Living Area. New windows,
Electric Heat Pump w/ A/C. Attached
Garage w/work space plus shed.
Asking Price Reduced $102,900
Call for appointment
270-761-6121

Hill Appliance
Repair

3 Bed Room,3 Bath Home

& 10x15's
436-2524

$279,000

:MIER
FORAGE
nate control
irage
y alarrned
& clean
ill boxes!
t U-Hauls.
-9600.

478 Robertson Rd South
Murray, Ky
Call 270-978-0402
or 270-753-7955

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng. Decks
Wnsured *Sr Discount
*Free Estimates
-Member OfAnges List

270-436-5959
470
thatorcycleis & ATI's

ury Cir.

toss, iletto09

m11,smut*

rL

Services Offered

2014 Harley Davidon
FLHTK Electra Glide
Ultra Limited. 2500
miles Fully Stocked.
2713-809-6668 or 270753-5149
Auto Parts

OPProp For Rent

• STEPS•DECORTIVE
LIC AND GFNEFIAL
CONTHACI OR iN KY
,
"YFAr
270-309-0600

HOLLAND
p Bays
'dn i,. Budy
echanic etc.
uble Bay
gle Bays
ly painted.
Room
cmmercial
pressor

& Supplies

We Finance
t-miflrsaescnn

IN Auction
cryIce
es Auction
Ion, KY
705-4859

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

753-4461

USED TIRES

Will Do Insurance Work
\Asa 8 MasterCard accepte:

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at $20
mounted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

Can 753-5606

Obedience
mere com
2858

Iblic Sale

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

MOTOR SALES

485-6122

436-5141 A-AFFORD-

CONCRETE PLUS
•FLAT WORK •PATIO

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

520
Boats & Motors
Sweetwate
2004
Pontoon Boat 20ft
Mercury 60 BE 4
Stroke Trailer $7,500
080 , Many extras
270-436-5892

8, DEBRIS REMOVAL
*Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

20FT Landau Pontoon
$6.000 270-753-5344

ger Se Times Fair
;Act Notice
advertised herein
the Federal Fair
which makes it
'ertise any preferon or discnrninaI race. color telldicap, familial sta.
il origin or intenany such preferons or chscriminabid discrimination
ntal or advertising
›ased on factors in
those protected
law
emgly accept any
T real estate which
bon or the law All
hereby informed
np advertised are
in equal opportuaistance wall Fair
vernsing requirect NAA Counsel
;(703)648-1000

-•-1

203 N 6th St Murray KY
270-759-1799
Your Hometown source
for Quality rempco
Replace ent Windows

COMPLETE CARE
• PROPERTIES, LLC LAWN Mowing
I MOWING SERVICE i Free estimates
HOME-APARTMENT - • Colby 270-227-9027
REAL ESTATE
•
I
▪

Greg Mansfield

- •
Ifete
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

GreatHometown Service
' Oney out at
Don r spend je,;- ,
stare keec roccS"

1270) 293-8480
•Handyrnan Services
-Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
-Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zaziti 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
91,5birt*Laginsthrikg

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

530
Services Offered

r

ABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

*Asphalt Installation

al Estate

TRACTOR WORK I A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
• Lic/Ins. 270-753-Tree
270-978-4135
. 'tart Oral cor:
kentweri
(8733)

*Seal coating & stnping
•Lioensed-Irtsured
40 yrs expenenci

e ron
s
ress Creek
IA with Full
it Like New
Stock 2.5
age. Carport.
&
rveways
Paved
s
270-293-

RCS Cleaning Servies
it's Spring Time
Got dust, dirty windows
and grim? Call 270970-4612
'Let RCS do you dirty

atdot

GRADUATES
Send your graduate a congratulatory message to be
featured in the Class of2015 special publication!

270-293-402()

Gallimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

(270) 759-0890

tfar"iti\

SUNDAY, MAY107
1 Please fill this out and return I
1 to the Murray Ledger &Times.

Tell Mom how special she is!

025-word Message & Photo: >18
020-word Message:'12

Call 270-753-1916 and ask for Mai.
Deadline: Noon on 5' 15

Message:

McCUISTON
ROOFING

W.LEbGER

Replacement and Repair

1

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
a

I Name:

Phone:

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE
NMI 1 1 I I
All Size Units
2417 Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

I.

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow and trim)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects
• Raised beds/gardens

270-293-3406

GARLAND
RENTAL1

Conceptis SudoKu

3

9

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

By Dave Green

-

5

-

71

18

Answer to previous puzZIO

1

2

4
8
517j 29
8
9, 54,
37
7 3 2
45
98
6

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

6 '54:3
2 79 8
5 1 2 6
7 26 9
4 3 5 7
9 4 8 1
1 8 7 5
8 9 5 7 4 3 6,1,2
7 1 2 56 8 9 3 4

2,71_8
_5.6 1
9 4 3
35 4

9 1

4
8
1
1 8 9 6
6 27 3
4 3 6 2

3
7
8
2
5
9

MONcr1ty1A,1•11

06

Difficu t) Level ***

-If you've got It we eas store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

Place your ad and then
Mom gets entered
into a drawing to win a
bouquet of flowers
for Mother's Day!

SuOoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9)(9 grid with
several given numbers The oblect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the errpty squares so that each row. each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only ore The difticully level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

753-3853
Crossroads
Landscaping

NT, &TIMES

1001 Whitnell Ave • PO Box 1040 • Murray, KY

812 Whitnell Ave.

Houewife
FILIPINO
cleaning in your home
available 6/days week
25yrs Experience at
cooking & laundry.
Check.
Background
Plus exterior cleaning if
needed. Lisa 270-9708762
560
Free C,olumn
Mountain Cur Squirre
Dog, 2yr old male, 270293-3463

If you have lost or found
a pet
an ad 1 day
run
We will
for free
Call
753-1916
6 we'll be
glad to help

School:
Message:

Name of Payee:
Phone:

$6 FOR 20WORDS
5 iG
Th

ER

Send payment
Munay badger &Timm
F&TIMES
PO Om 1044 Muria% KY 42071 IIRI

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, May 7,

2015:
This year you open up to many challenges,
which ultimately will turn into exciting opportunities. You learn to pull back and keep your
eye on the big picture when deciding what is
best for you. Though you can be very giving,
you also must remember to .put yourself first
more often. Travel could play a substantial
role in your year. If you are single, you could
meet someone quite dynamic. Depending on
how you feel, this bond could become longterm. If you are attached, the two of you
often delight in going away together where
you will not be distracted by your day-to-day
life. CAPRICORN is more reluctant to try
new experiences than you are.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2So-so; 1-Difficult

6,

Call N1Ckl PEACH
at 270-753-19-16 and place your ad today!

(270)759-0501

1".
M
n1
•..1•0
VirtIoluv•

FOR
TY
WWW GNIENT.COM
REDUCED
JICK SALE
$109

SI'1:1\t.C.1 I \".

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

*Home larrovernents
*Bath ig Kitchen

Murray
759-2500

Your Business can be Here
Call Nickl
270-753-1916
I have a great deal for you.

Residential & Commercial

Thank you for your business'

30e S. 12th

murrarryscara.com

Camp Septic Cleaning of Aliitray

1_1 \I RI \,k1\ \I

Specialties

Dr. Kevin Adams
•Eyegiasses
Contacts
*Eye Dtsease

KEY RECYCUNG
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Service on all
major brands

KENTDCKYLAKE
REMODELING COM

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum

CLEAN CUT
\RI
,,

laiNestrtal/Ceonsertlal/Reslieatlal
James C. California

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
S. TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-86116

Situated on a 200x300 Lot.
Formal Living, Den, Huge Kitchen,
Solid surface Counter Tops,
2 Car attached Garage, City utilities,
Separate 2 Car/workshop Garage with
office and Bonus Room.

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

(270)226-0194
Licensed & Insured

Eyecare
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING1
11

Well Drilling
We// Pump Service
Residential6
Agricultural

111 AI

270-293-3248

Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill

SINESS & SERVICE DIRECT

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

rei.•

Insured

H
• weekly & special pic
• locally owned/operated

1927

ie Rentals

'%t SiJ)iIIE

*Removal

753-1916

We(I.12 p.m.

TR.‘N.IS
I'llA I:1'

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

*mien(
lion.12pJn.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You could have quite a reaction to
what is happening. Make it a point to stop
and have a discussion before proceeding
any further. Take charge if need be. You
know how to execute a goal. In this case, it
might be to create more financial comfort.
Tonight: Till the wee hours.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You'll relate directly to a loved one
or dear friend. You might not be exactly sure
of what you need, but after a discussion, you
will gain clarity. Detach, make several important goals and reflect. You will know what to
do. Take the risk. Tonight: Follow the music.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might decide to let others dominate. You love to guide conversations and be

listened to, but sit on that need for now.
Observe others' styles of conversing and
making suggestions. A fnend will understand
how you feel and let you know. Tonight: Chat
over dinner for two.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** A partner Or several people around
you might have very different ideas. Make
that OK, but be willing to blaze a new path
and not worry for a change about everyone
else's reactions. Tonight: Listening to a different point of view doesn't mean you will
embrace it.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You have energy and creativity, but
you might be pushing into an area that you
probably would prefer no, to have to deal
with. Stop and look at what you need or want
to take on. Pace yourself, as you will want to
schedule some time just for fun. Tonight: A
must appearance.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Decide to spread your wings and
approach a situation differently. You tend to
stay with the tried and true because of the
comfort. Someone might offer his or her support as you move in a new direction. You
could be quite pleased by embracing a new
habit. Tonight: Think 'weekend.'
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Keep moving forward. Honor a
change, and be more forthright about what
you feel. Sometimes your need to be diplomatic prevents you from claiming your
power. Stop and rethink your approach.
Support yourself, but remember to be diplomatic. Tonight: Head home early.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** You are likely to tell it like it is.
Whatever direction you choose to head in,

you'll succeed. Honor a change, and listen to
feedback from others. Detach from a problematic situation, and you will see what is
happening behind the scenes. Tonight: Make
calls. Plan the weekend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might want to come to terms
with a financial matter or perhaps revise your
budget. You probably won't be comfortable
with what you are seeing. Give yourself the
time and space to handle this basic issue.
You will come out beaming. Tonight: All
smiles.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Beam in what you want, as the universe flashes a green light in your direction.
Do not hesitate; just go off and pursue your
heart's desire. Others might be surprised by
what goes down as you race full speed
ahead. Tonight: You are on a roll.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Assume little, and you will be much
happier. Be willing to observe rather than
blindly trust someone's words. You will gain a
clearer insight into what might be possible.
Honor a change in yourseif. The result could
be more dynamic than you realize. Tonight:
Be unavailable.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Someone you meet today might be
seemingly cool and collected, but he or she
probably is extremely emotional. Can you
deal with that type of personality? Zero in on
an important project or goal that you can
complete by the weekend. Tonight: Be
happy.
BORN TODAY
Actor Gary Cooper (1901), composer
Johannes Brahma (1833)
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FOR SALE OR LEASE
3724 Highway 641 South • Murray, Kentucky

16,000 sq.ft.• 1.7 Acres•$1,400,000
$7,940 PER MONTH TO BUY THE WHOLE BUILDING OR
$4,537 TO BUY ONE 8,000 SQ. FT. SIDE

vol.

1

MS1

pres
tO
By A

The available property is located at 3724 Hwy. 641 South in Murray, KY. It
is a 16,000 sq. ft. facility that was constructed in 2011. The facility has 155
workstations and nine offices with voice and date in one place. The facility
also has two conference rooms that are equipped with voice and data, rof
presentations as well as teleconferencing or training.
The facility has a direct fiber link to Murray Electric System and a T-1 cbmmunication line to AT&T as a backup for broadband service. There is a 125
KW emergency generator set in place to provide backup electric service to
the facility. The facility also has independent controls for HVAC for all four
quadrants of the building which would lend itself to separate and/or independent operations.
The facility is user ready for a call center operation and would also have the
capability to function as a data center if needed.
With this location in Murray, Kentucky there is an abundant labor pool available through Murray State
University.
This 16,000 sq. ft. facility with
approximately 1.7 acres. Can
be divided into two 8,000 sq.
ft. sections. Each with its own
A/C, Breakrooms, Restrooms,
Data Ports & Entrances.

CALL DWAIN TAYLOR AT
270-293-7855 OR BUD BYARS
AT 270-293-3421
FOR MORE INFORMATION
www.modernofficebuildingforsale.com
Owner financing available at 3.25% NY Prime.
Adjusted annually for a 20 year term. Payment:$7,940/mo.
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